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Abstract
We introduce a simple modification of local image de-
scriptors, such as SIFT, based on pooling gradient orienta-
tions across different domain sizes, in addition to spatial
locations. The resulting descriptor, which we call DSP-
SIFT, outperforms other methods in wide-baseline matching
benchmarks, including those based on convolutional neural
networks, despite having the same dimension of SIFT and
requiring no training.
1. Introduction
Local image descriptors, such as SIFT [27] and its vari-
ants, are designed to reduce variability due to illumina-
tion and vantage point while retaining discriminative power.
This facilitates finding correspondence between different
views of the same underlying scene. In a wide-baseline
matching task on the Oxford benchmark [30, 31], nearest-
neighbor SIFT descriptors achieve a mean average preci-
sion (mAP) of 27.50%, a 71.85% improvement over direct
comparison of normalized grayscale values. Other datasets
yield similar results [32]. Functions that reduce sensitiv-
ity to nuisance variability can also be learned from data
[29, 33, 43, 45, 48]. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
can been trained to “learn away” nuisance variability while
retaining class labels using large annotated datasets. In par-
ticular, [16] uses (patches of) natural images as surrogate
classes and adds transformed versions to train the network
to discount nuisance variability. The activation maps in
response to image values can be interpreted as a descrip-
tor and used for correspondence. [13, 16] show that the
CNN outperforms SIFT, albeit with a much larger dimen-
sion. Here we show that a simple modification of SIFT,
obtained by pooling gradient orientations across different
domain sizes (“scales”), in addition to spatial locations, im-
proves it by a considerable margin, also outperforming the
best CNN. We call the resulting descriptor “domain-size
pooled” SIFT, or DSP-SIFT.
Pooling across different domain sizes is implemented in
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Figure 2: Maxima and minima of the difference-of-Gaussian images are detected by comparing a
pixel (marked with X) to its 26 neighbors in 3x3 regions at the current and adjacent scales (marked
with circles).
Laplacian. The factor (k − 1) in the equation is a constant over all scales and therefore does
not influence extrema location. The approximation error will go to zero as k goes to 1, but
in practice we have found that the approximation has almost no impact on the stability of
extrema detection or localization for even significant differences in scale, such as k = √2.
An efficient approach to construction of D(x, y,σ) is shown in Figure 1. The initial
image is incrementally convolved with Gaussians to produce images separated by a constant
factor k in scale space, shown stacked in the left column. We choose to divide each octave
of scale space (i.e., doubling of σ) into an integer number, s, of intervals, so k = 21/s.
We must produce s + 3 images in the stack of blurred images for each octave, so that final
extrema detection covers a complete octave. Adjacent image scales are subtracted to produce
the difference-of-Gaussian images shown on the right. Once a complete octave has been
processed, we resample the Gaussian image that has twice the initial value of σ (it will be 2
images from the top of the stack) by taking every second pixel in each row and column. The
accuracy of sampling relative to σ is no different than for the start of the previous octave,
while computation is greatly reduced.
3.1 Local extrema detection
In order to detect the local maxima and minima ofD(x, y,σ), each sample point is compared
to its eight neighbors in the current image and nine neighbors in the scale above and below
(see Figure 2). It is selected only if it is larger than all of these neighbors or smaller than all
of them. The cost of this check is reasonably low due to the fact that most sample points will
be eliminated following the first few checks.
An important issue is to determine the frequency of sampling in the image and scale do-
mains that is needed to reliably detect the extrema. Unfortunately, it turns out that there is
no minimum spacing of samples that will detect all extrema, as the extrema can be arbitrar-
ily close together. This can be seen by considering a white circle on a black background,
which will have a single scale space maximum where the circular positive central region of
the difference-of-Gaussian function matches the size and location of the circle. For a very
elongated ellipse, there will be two maxima near each end of the ellipse. As the locations of
maxima are a continuous function of the image, for some ellipse with intermediate elongation
there will be a transition from a single maximum to two, with the maxima arbitrarily close to
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F gure 7: A keypoint descriptor is created by first computing the gradient magnitude and orientation
at each image sample point in a region around the keypoint location, as shown on the left. These are
weighted by a Gaussian window, indicated by the overlaid circle. These samples are then accumulated
into orientation histograms summarizing the contents over 4x4 subregions, as shown on the right, with
the length of each arrow corresponding to the sum of the gradientmagnitudes near that direction within
the region. This figure shows a 2x2 descriptor array computed from an 8x8 set of samples, whereas
the experiments in this paper use 4x4 descriptors computed from a 16x16 sample array.
6.1 Descriptor representation
Figure 7 illustrates the computation of the keypoint descriptor. First the image gradient mag-
nitudes and orientations are sampled around the keypoint location, using the scale of the
keypoint to select the level of Gaussian blur for the image. In order to achieve orientation
invariance, the coordinates of the descriptor and the gradient orientations are rotated relative
to the keypoint orientation. For efficiency, the gradients are precomputed for all levels of the
pyramid as described in Section 5. These are illustrated with small arrows at each sample
location on the left side of Figure 7.
A Gaussian weighting function with σ equal to one half the width of the descriptor win-
dow is used to assign a weight to the magnitude of each sample point. This is illustrated
with a circular window on the left side of Figure 7, although, of course, the weight falls off
smoothly. The purpose of this Gaussian window is to avoid sudden changes in the descriptor
with small changes in the position of the window, and to give less emphasis to gradients that
are far from the center of the descriptor, as these are most affected by misregistration errors.
The keypoint descriptor is shown on the right side of Figure 7. It allows for significant
shift in gradient positions by creating orientation histograms over 4x4 sample regions. The
figure shows eight directions for each orientation histogram, with the length of each arrow
corresponding to the magnitude of that histogram entry. A gradient sample on the left can
shift up to 4 sample positions while still contributing to the same histogram on the right,
thereby achieving the objective of allowing for larger local positional shifts.
It is important to avoid all boundary affects in which the descriptor abruptly changes as a
sample shifts smoothly from being within one histogram to another or from one orientation
to another. Therefore, trilinear interpolation is used to distribute the value of each gradient
sample into adjacent histogram bins. In other words, each entry into a bin is multiplied by a
weight of 1 − d for each dimension, where d is the distance of the sample from the central
value of the bin as measured in units of the histogram bin spacing.
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with a circular window on the left side of Figure 7, although, of course, the weight falls off
smoothly. The purpose of this Gaussian window is to avoid sudden changes in the descriptor
with small changes in the position of the window, and to give less emphasis to gradients that
are far from the center of the descriptor, as these are most affected by misregistration errors.
Th keypoint descriptor is hown on th right side of Figure 7. It allows for significant
shift in gradient positio s by creating o ientati histograms over 4x sample regions. The
figure shows eight directions for each rientation histogram, with the e gth of each arrow
correspon ing to the mag itude of hat histogram ent . A gradient sample n the left can
shift up to 4 sample positions while t ll co ributing to the same histogr m on th right,
thereby achieving the objective of all wing for larger l cal positional shifts.
It is important o avoid all bou dary ffects in which the d scri or abruptl hang s as a
sample shifts smoothly from being wit n on histogram to another or from on orientation
to another. Therefore, trili ear interpolation is us d to distribute the value of each gradient
s mple into adjacent h stogram bi . In other words, ach ntry into a b n is multiplied by a
weight of 1 − d for each di ension, where d is the distance of the sample from the central
value of the bin as measured in units of th histog a bin pacing.
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Figure 7: A keypoint descriptor is created by first computing the gradient magnitude and orientation
at each image sample point in a region around the keypoint location, as shown on the left. These are
weighted by a Gaussian window, indicated by the overlaid circle. These samples are then accumulated
into orientation histograms summarizing the contents over 4x4 subregions, as shown on the right, with
the length of each arrow corresponding to the sum of the gradientmagnitudes near that direction within
the region. This figure shows a 2x2 descriptor array computed from an 8x8 set of samples, whereas
the ex eriments in this paper use 4x4 descriptors computed from a 16x16 sample array.
6.1 Descriptor representation
Figure 7 illustrates the computation of the keypoint descriptor. First the image gradient mag-
nitudes and orientations are sampled around the keypoint location, using the scale of the
keypoint to select the level of Gaussian blur for the image. In order to ac ieve orientation
invariance, t e coordinates f the descriptor and the gradient orientations are rotated relative
to the keypoint orientation. For efficiency, the gradients are precomputed for all levels of the
pyramid as described in Section 5. These are illustrated with small arrows at each sample
location on the left side of Figure 7.
A Gaussian weighting function with σ equal to one half the width of the descriptor win-
dow is used to assign a weight to the magnitude of each sample point. This is illustrated
with a circular window on the left side of Figure 7, although, of course, the weight falls off
smoothly. The purpose of this Gaussian window is to avoid sudden changes in the descriptor
with small changes in the position of the window, and to give less emphasis to gradients that
are fa from he center of the d scriptor, as these are most affected by misregist ation rror .
The keypoint descriptor is shown on the right side of Figure 7. It allows for significant
shift in gradient positions by creating orientation histograms over 4x4 sample regions. The
figure shows eight directions for each orientation histogram, with the length of each arrow
corresponding to the magnitude of that histogram entry. A gradient sample on the left can
hift up to 4 sample positions while still contributing to the same histogram on the right,
thereby achieving the objective of allowing for larger local positional shifts.
It is important to avoid all boundary affects in which the descriptor abruptly changes as a
sample shifts smoothly from b ing within one hist gram to another or from on orientation
to another. Therefore, trilinear interpolation is used to distribute the value of each gradient
sample into adjacent histogram bins. In other words, each entry into a bin is multiplied by a
weight of 1 − d for each dimensi n, where d is the distance of e sample from the central
value of the bin as measured in units of the histogram bin spacing.
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Figure 7: A keypoint descriptor is created by first computing the gradient magnitude and orientation
at each image sample point in a region around the keypoint location, as shown on the left. These are
weighted by a Gaussian window, indicated by the overlaid circle. These samples are then accumulated
into orientation histograms summarizing the contents over 4x4 subregions, as shown on the right, with
the length of each arrow corresponding to the sum of the gradient agnitudes near that direction within
the region. This figure shows a 2x2 descriptor array computed from an 8x8 set of samples, whereas
the experiments in this paper use 4x4 descriptors computed from a 16x16 sample array.
6.1 Descriptor representation
Figure 7 illustrates the computation of the keypoint descriptor. First the image gradient mag-
nitudes and orientations are sampled around the keypoint location, using the scale of the
keypoint to select the level of Gaussian blur for the image. In order to achieve orientation
invariance, the coor i ates of the descri tor and the gr dient orientations are rotated relative
to the keypoint orientation. For efficiency, the gradients are precomputed for all levels of the
pyramid as described in Section 5. These are illustrated with small arro s at each sample
locati n on the lef side of Figure 7.
A Gaussian weighting function with σ equal to one half the width of the descriptor win-
dow is used to assig weight to the agnitude f each sampl point. This is illustrated
with a circular indow on the left side of Figure 7, although, of course, the weight falls off
smoothly. The pur ose of this Gaussian window is to av id sudden changes in the descript r
with small changes in the position of the window, and to give less emphasis to gradients that
are far from the center of the descriptor, as these are most affected by misregistration errors.
Th keypoint descriptor is shown on the right side of Figure 7. It allows for significant
shift in gradient positions by creating orientation histograms over 4x4 sa ple regions. The
figure shows eight directions for each orientation histogram, with the length of each arrow
corresponding to the magnitude of that histogram entry. A gradient sample on the left can
hift up to 4 sample positions hile still contributin to the same histogr on the right,
thereby achieving the objective of allowing for larger local positional shifts.
It is important to avoid all boundary affects in which the descriptor abruptly changes as a
sample shifts smo thly fro be g within one histogram to another or from one orientation
to another. Therefore, trilinear interpolation is used to istribute the value of each gradient
sample into adjacent histogram bins. In other words, each entry into a bin is multiplied by a
w ight of 1 − d for each dimension, where d is the distance of the sample from the central
value of the bin as measured in units of the histogram bin spacing.
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Figure 7: A keypoint descriptor is created by first computing the gradient magnitude and orientation
at each image sample point in a region around the keypoint location, as shown on the left. These are
weighted by a Gaussian window, indicated by the overlaid circle. These samples are then accumulated
into orientation histograms summarizing the contents over 4x4 subregions, as shown on the right, with
the length of each arrow corresponding to the sum of the gradientmagnitudes near that direction within
the region. This figure shows a 2x2 descriptor array computed from an 8x8 set of samples, whereas
the experiments in this paper use 4x4 descriptors computed from a 16x16 sample array.
6.1 Descriptor represent tion
Figu 7 illustrates the computatio of the keypoi t descriptor. First the image gradient mag-
nitudes and orientations are sampl d around the k ypoint location, using the scale of the
keypoint to select the level of Gaussian blur for the image. In order to achieve orientation
invariance, the coordinates of the descriptor and the gradient orientations are rotated relative
to the keypoint orienta ion. For efficiency, the gradients are precomputed for all levels of the
pyramid as d scri ed in Section 5. These are illustrated wit small arrows at each sample
location on the left side of Figure 7.
A Gaussian weighting function with σ equal to one half the width of the descriptor win-
dow is used to assign a weight to the magnitude of each sample point. This is illustrated
with a circular window on the left side of Figure 7, although, of course, the weight falls off
smoothly. The purpose of this Gaussian window is to avoid sudden changes in the descriptor
with small changes in the position of the window, and to give less emphasis to gradients that
are far from the center of the descriptor, as these are most affected by misregistration errors.
The keypoint descriptor is shown on the right side of Figure 7. It allows for significant
shift in gradient positions by creating orientation histograms over 4x4 sample regions. The
figure shows eight directions for each orientation histogram, with the length of each arrow
corresponding to the magnitude of that histogram entry. A gradient sample on the left can
shift up to 4 sample positions while still contributing to the same histogram on the right,
thereby achieving the objective of allowing for larger local positional shifts.
It is important to avoid all boundary affects in which the descriptor abru t y changes as a
sample shifts smoothly from being within one histogram to another or from one orientation
to another. Therefore, trilinear interpolation is used to distribute the value of each gradient
sample into adjacent histogram bins. In other words, each entry into a bin is multiplied by a
weight of 1 − d for each dimension, where d is the distance of the sample from the central
value of the bin as measured in units of the histogram bin spacing.
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Figure 7: A keypoint descriptor is created by first computing the gradient magnitude and orientation
at each image sample point in a region around the keypoint location, as shown on the left. These are
weighted by a Gaussian window, indicated by the overlaid circle. These samples are then accumulated
into orientation histograms summarizing the contents over 4x4 subregions, as shown on the right, with
the length of each arrow corresponding to the sum of the gradientmagnitudes near that direction within
the region. This figure shows a 2x2 d scriptor ar ay omputed from an 8x8 set of sampl s, whereas
the xperi ents in this aper use 4x4 d scr p ors computed from a 16x16 sample rray.
6.1 Descriptor representation
Figure 7 illustrates the computation of the keypoint descriptor. First the image gradient mag-
nitudes nd ori ntations are sampled arou d the keypoint location, using the scale of the
keypoint to select the level of Gaussian blur for the image. In order to achieve orientation
invarianc , the coordinates of he descriptor and the gradient orientations are rotated relative
to the keypoint orientation. For efficiency, the gradients are precomputed for all levels of the
pyramid a described in Secti n 5. Thes a e illustrated with s all arrows t each sample
location on the left side of Figur 7.
A Gaussian weighting function with σ equal to one half the width of the descriptor win-
dow is used to assign a weight to the magnitude of each sample point. This is illustrated
with a circular window on the left side of Figure 7, although, of course, the weight falls off
smoothly. The purpose of this Gaussian window is to avoid sudden changes in the descriptor
with small changes in the position of the window, and to give less emphasis to gradients that
are far from the c nter of the descriptor, as these are most affected by misregistration errors.
The keypoint descriptor is shown on the right side of Figure 7. It allows for significant
shift in gradient positions by creating orientation histograms over 4x4 sample regions. The
figure shows eig t directions for each orientation histogram, with the length of ach arrow
corresponding to the magnitude of that histogram entry. A gradi nt sample on the left can
shift up to 4 sample positions while still contributing to the same histogram on the right,
thereby achieving the objective of allowing for larger local positional shifts.
It is imp rtant to avoid all b undary affects in which the descriptor abruptly changes as a
sample shifts smoothly from being within one histogram to another or from one orientation
to another. Therefore, trilinear interpolation is used to distribute the value of each gradient
sample into adjacent histogram bins. In other words, each entry into a bin is multiplied by a
weig t of 1 − d for each dimension, wh re d is the distance of the sample from the central
value of the bin as measured in units of the histogram bin spacing.
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Figure 7: A keypoint descriptor is created by first computing the gradient magnitude and orientation
at each image sample point in a region around the keypoint location, as shown on the left. These are
weighted by a Gaussian window, indicated by the overlaid circle. These samples are then accumulated
into orientation histograms summarizing the contents over 4x4 subregions, as shown on the right, with
the length of each arrow corresponding to the sum of the gradientmagnitudes near that direction within
the region. This figure shows a 2x2 descriptor array computed from an 8x8 set of samples, whereas
the experiments in this paper use 4x4 descriptors computed from a 16x16 sample array.
6.1 Descriptor representation
Figure 7 illustrates the computation of the keypoint descriptor. First the image gradient mag-
nitudes and orientations are sampled around the keypoint location, using the scale of the
keypoint to select the level of Gaussian blur for the image. In order to achieve orientation
invariance, the coordinates of the descriptor and the gradient orientations are rotated relative
to the keypoint orientation. For efficiency, the gradients are precomputed for all levels of the
pyramid as described in Section 5. These are illustrated with small arrows at each sample
location on the left side of Figure 7.
A Gaussian weighting function with σ equal to one half the width of the descriptor win-
dow is used to assign a weight to the magnitude of each sample point. This is illustrated
with a circular window on the left side of Figure 7, although, of course, the weight falls off
smoothly. The purpose of this Gaussian window is to avoid sudden changes in the descriptor
with small changes in the position of the window, and to give less emphasis to gradients that
are far from the center of the descriptor, as these are most affected by misregistration errors.
The keypoint descriptor is hown on the right side of Figure 7. It llows for significant
shift in gradient positions by creating orientation histograms over 4x4 sample regions. The
figure shows eight directions for each rientation histogram, with the le gth of each arrow
correspon ing to the mag itude of that histogram entry. A gradient sample on the left can
shift up to 4 sample positions while still co ributing to t e same histogram on the right,
thereby achieving the objective of allowing for larger local positional shifts.
It is important to avoid all boundary affects in which the d scri tor abruptly changes as a
sample shifts smoothly from being within on histogram to another or from on orientation
to another. Therefore, trilinear interpolation is used to distribute the value of each gradient
s mple into adjacent histogram bins. In other words, each entry in o a bin is multiplied by a
weight of 1 − d for each di ensio , where d is the distance of the sample from the central
value f t e bin as me sured in u its of the histogram bin spacing.
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Figure 7: A keypoint descriptor is created by firs co puting the gradient magnitude and orientation
at each image sample point in a region around the keypoint location, as shown on the left. These are
weighted by a Gaussian window, indicated by the overlaid circle. These samples are then accumulated
into orientati n histo rams summarizing the contents over 4x4 subregions, as shown on the right, with
the leng of ach arrow corresponding to the sum of the gradi ntmagnitudes near that direction within
t e region. This figu e shows a 2x2 d crip r array computed from an 8x8 set of samples, whereas
the xperiments in this paper use 4x4 descriptors computed from a 16x16 sample array.
6.1 Descriptor r presenta i n
Figure 7 illustrates th computation of th keypoint descriptor. First the image gradient mag-
nitudes and rientations ar s mpled around th keypoint location, using the scale of the
keypoint to select the level of Gaussian blur for the image. In order to achieve orientation
invariance, the coordina es of the desc iptor and the gradient orientations a rotated relative
to the keypoint orientation. For efficiency, the gradients are precomputed for all levels of the
pyramid as described in Section 5. Thes a e illustrated with small arrows at each sample
locatio on the left side of Figure 7.
A Ga ssian weighting unction with σ equal to one half the width of the descriptor win-
dow is used to assign a weight to the magnitude of each sample point. This is illustrated
with a circular window on th left side f Figure 7, although, of course, the weight falls off
smoothly. The purpose of this Gaus ian wind w is to avoid sudden changes in the descriptor
with small chang s in the position of the window, and to give less emphasis to gradients that
are far from t e center of th descriptor, as these are most aff ct d by misregistration errors.
The keypoint descriptor is show on the right side of Figure 7. It allows for significant
shift in gradient positions by creating orien ation histograms over 4x4 sample regions. The
figure shows eight directions for each orientation histogram, with the length of each arrow
corresp ndin to the magnitude of that histogram entry. A gradient sample on the left can
shift up to 4 sample positions while still ontributing to t e same histogram on the right,
thereby ac ieving the bjective f allowing f larger local positional shifts.
It is important to avoid all boundary affe ts in which the descriptor abruptly changes as a
sample shifts smoot ly f om being within one histogr m to another or from one orientation
to an her. T erefore, trilinear interpolati n is us d to distribute t e v ue each gradient
sample int adjacent histogram bins. In other words, each entry into a bin is multiplied by a
weight of 1 − d for each dimension, where d is the distance of the sample from the central
value of the bin as measured in units of the histogram bin spacing.
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Figur 7: A keypoint descriptor is c e ted by fir t computi g the gradient magnitude and orientation
at each image sample point in a region around the keypoint location, as shown on the left. These are
weighted by a Gaussian window, indicated y the overlaid circle. These samples are then accumulated
into orientatio histograms summarizing the co tents ov r 4x4 subregi s, as shown on the right, with
the length of each a row co esponding to the sum of the gradientmagnitud s near that direction within
the r gion. T is figu shows a 2x2 descr ptor rray computed from an 8x8 s t of samples, whereas
th experiments in his paper use 4x4 descriptors computed from a 16x16 sample array.
6.1 Descriptor pres nt tio
Figure 7 illustrates the computation of the keypoint descriptor. First the image gradient mag-
nitudes and orientations are sampled around th keypoint location, using the scale of the
keypoint to select the level of Gaussian blur for the image. In order to achieve orientation
invariance, the coordinates of the descriptor and the gradient orientations are rotated relative
to the keypoint orientation. For efficiency, the gradients are precomputed for all levels of the
pyramid as described in Section 5. These are illustrated with small arrows at each sample
locati on the left side of Figure 7.
A Gaussian weighting function with σ equal to one half the width of the descriptor win-
d w is used to assign a weight to the magnitude of each sample point. This is illustrated
with a circular window on the left side of Figure 7, although, of course, the weight falls off
smoothly. The pu pose of this G ussian window is to avoid sudden changes in the descriptor
with small changes in the position of the window, and to give less emphasis to gradients that
are far from the center of the descriptor, as these are most affected by misregistration errors.
The keypoint descriptor is shown on the right side of Figure 7. It allows for significant
shift in gradient positions by creating orientation histograms over 4x4 sample regions. The
figure shows eight directions for each orientation histogram, with the length of each arrow
corresponding to the magnitude of that histogram entry. A gradient sample on the left can
shift up to 4 sample positions while still contributing to the same histogram on the right,
thereby achieving the objective of allowing for larger local positional shifts.
It is important to avoid all boundary affects in which the descriptor abruptly changes as a
sample shifts smoothly from being within one histogram to another or from one orientation
to another. Therefore, trilinear interpolation is used to distribute the value of each gradient
sample into adjacent histogram bi s. In other words, each entry into a bin is multiplied by a
weight of 1 − d for eac dimensi n, where d is the distance of the sample from the central
value of the bin as measured in units of the histogram bin spacing.
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F gure 7: A keypoint descriptor is created by firs computing he gr dient magnitude and orientation
at each image sample oint in a region around the keypo nt locatio , as shown on the left. These are
weighte by a Gaussia window, indicated by the ov rlaid circle. These samples are then accumulated
into orientation histograms summarizing the contents over 4x4 subregions, as shown on the right, with
he length of each arrow corresp nding to the sum of the gradientmagnitudes near that direction within
the region. This figure shows a 2x2 descriptor rray computed from an 8x8 set of s mples, whereas
the experiments in this aper use 4x4 descriptors computed from a 16x16 sample array.
6.1 Descriptor repres ntati n
Figure 7 illustrat s the computation o the keypoint escriptor. First the image gradient mag-
nitudes and orientations are s mpled around t e keypoint lo ation, using the scale of the
keypoint to select the level of Gaussian blur for the image. In order to achieve orientation
invariance, the coordinates of the descriptor an the gradient orientations are rotated relative
to the keypoint orient tion. For efficiency, th gradients are pr computed or all levels of the
pyramid as described in Secti n 5. T ese are illustrat d wit small arrows at each sample
locatio on the left side of Figure 7.
A Gaussian weight g function with σ equal to one half the widt of the descriptor win-
d w i used to assign a w ight to the magnitude of ach s mp point. This is illustrated
with a circular wind w o e left ide of Figure 7, although, of course, the weight falls off
sm othl . The purpose of this Gaus i n window i to avoid sudden changes in the descriptor
with small changes in the p sition of the window, nd to give less emphasis to gradients that
are far from t e center of the descriptor, as these are most affected by misregistration errors.
The keypo nt descripto is shown on the right side of Figure 7. It allows for significant
shift in gradient p sitions by creating orientation s ograms over 4x4 sample regions. The
figure shows eight directions for e c orientation histogram, with the length of each arrow
corresp ding to t e mag itude f that istog am entry. A gradien sample on the left can
hift up to 4 sample pos tio s while still contributing to the same histogram on the right,
thereby chieving the objective of llowing for larger local posit onal shifts.
It is important to avoid all bou d ry affects in which the descripto abruptly changes as a
sampl shifts s ot ly from being within one histogram to another or from one orientation
to another. Therefore, trilinear interpolation is used to distribut the value of each gradient
sample into adjacent histogram bins. In other words, each entry into a bin is multiplied by a
weight of 1 − d for each dimension, where d is the d stanc of the sample from the central
value of the bin as measured in units of the histogram bin spacing.
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Figure 7: A key oint descriptor is created by first computi the gradient magnitude nd orientation
at each image sample point in a region ar und the keyp int l cat o , as s wn on the left. T ese are
weighte by a Gaussian window, ndicated by the overl id circl . These sa ples are then ccu ulated
into orie tation histogra s summariz g the con en s over 4x4 subregio s, as shown on the righ , with
the le gth of each arrow corr spondi g to the sum of the gradientmagnitud s near that direction within
the region. This figure shows a 2x2 des rip or array c mputed fro an 8x8 set of samples, hereas
the experiments in this pap r use 4x4 descriptor computed from 16x16 sa ple array.
6.1 Descriptor representation
Figure 7 illustrates the computation f the k ypoint descriptor. First the image gradient mag-
nitudes and orientations are sampled around the keypoint lo ation, using the scale of the
keypoint to select the level of Gaussian blur for the ima e. In order to achieve orientation
invariance, the c ordinates of the des riptor a d orientations ar rotated relative
to the keypoint orientation. For efficiency, the gra ients re precomputed for all l v ls f the
pyram d as escribed n Section 5. These are i lustrated with m ll arr ws t each sample
locati n on the left side of Figure 7.
A Gaussian weighting function wit σ equal to one half the widt of the descriptor win-
dow is used to assign a w ight to the magnitude of each sample point. This is illustrated
with a circular window the left side of Figure 7, although, f course, th weight falls off
smoothl . The purpose of his Gaussian win w is to av id sudden chang s in th descriptor
wit small changes i the positi of the window, and to give les emphasis to gradients that
are far from the center of the d script r, as these are most affected by misregistration errors.
The keyp int d scriptor is show on the right side of Figure 7. It allows for significant
shift in gradient po itions by creati g orientation histograms over 4x4 sample regions. The
figure s ows eight directions for each rientation hist gram, wit the length of each arrow
corresponding t the magnitude of that histogram entry. A gradient sample on the left ca
shift up t 4 s mple po itions while still contributing to the same histogram on the right,
thereby chieving the obje tive f all wing f r larger local positiona shifts.
It is important to avoid all boundary affects in hich the descriptor abruptly changes as a
sampl shifts sm othly from being within one histogram t another r from one orientatio
t anothe . Therefore, trilinear interpo ation is us d to distribut the value of each gr dient
sample into adjacent hi to ra bins. In other words, each entry into a bin is multiplied by a
weight of 1 − d for each dimensi n, where d is the distance of the s mple from the central
value f the bin as easured in its of the histogram bin spacing.
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Figure 7: A keypoint descriptor is created by first computing the gradient magnitude and rientation
at each image sample point in a reg around the keypoint ocation, as shown on the left. T se ar
weighted by a Gaussian window, i dicated by the overlaid ci cle. These samples are then accumulated
into orientation histograms summ rizing t contents v r 4x4 subregions, as shown on the right, with
th length of each arrow corresp nding to the su of the gradient agnitudes near that direction within
the regi n. This fig re sh ws a 2x2 descripto array compu ed from an 8x8 set of sampl s, w ereas
th experime ts in this paper use 4x4 des riptors computed f om a 16x16 sample array.
6.1 Descriptor representation
Figure 7 illustrates the co putation of the keypoint d scriptor. First the image gradient mag-
nitudes and orientations are sampled around the keypoint location, using the scale of the
keypoint to select the level of Gaussian blur for the image. In order to achiev orientation
invariance, the coordinates of the descriptor and the gradient orientations are rotated relative
to the keypoint orientation. For efficiency, the gradients are precomputed for all levels of the
pyramid as described in Section 5. These are illust ted wi h small arro s at each sample
location on the left si e of Figure 7.
A Gaussian weighting function with σ equal to one half the width of the descriptor in-
dow is used to assign a weight to the magnitude of each sample point. This is illustrated
with a circular indow on the left side of Figure 7, although, of course, the weight falls off
smoothly. The purpose of this Gaussian window is to avoid sudden changes in the descriptor
with small changes in the position of he window, and t give less emphasis to gr dients that
are far from the center of the descriptor, as these are most affected by misregistration errors.
The keypoint descriptor is shown t right side of Figure 7. It allows for s gnificant
shift in gradient positions by creating orientation histograms over 4x4 sa ple regions. The
figure shows e ght directions for each orientation histogram, with the length of e ch arrow
corresponding to the magnit de of that histogram entry. A gradient sample on the left can
shift up to 4 sampl positi ns while still contributing to the ame histogram on the right,
thereby achieving the objec ive of allowi g for larger l cal p siti nal shifts.
It is importan to avoid all bound ry ffect in which the escriptor abruptly cha ges as a
sample shifts smoothly from being within one histogram to another or from one orientation
to another. T erefore, trilinear interp lation s used to dis ribute th valu of each gra ient
sample into a jacent h stogram bins. In other words, each entry into a bin is mul iplied by a
weig t of 1 − d f r each dimension, where d is the distance of the sample from the central
value of th bin as measured i units of the histogram bin spacing.
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Figure 7: A keypoint descriptor is creat d by first computing the gradient magnitude and orientation
at each image sample point in a region around the keypoint location, a shown on the left. Thes are
weighted by a Gaussia window, indicat d by the ov rlaid circle. These amples ar en accumulated
into orientation histograms summarizing the cont nt over 4x4 subregio s, as s own o he right, with
the length of each arrow correspo ing to the sum of t gradientmagn tudes near that direc ion withi
the region. This figure shows 2x2 d scriptor array compu ed from an 8x8 set of samples, w ereas
th expe iment in this paper use 4x4 descriptors computed fr a 16x16 s mpl array.
6.1 Descriptor pres ntation
Figure 7 illustrates the computati n of the k yp int descriptor. First the image gr dient mag-
nitudes and orient tion are sampl d around the keyp int locati n, us ng the scale f the
k ypoint to select level of Gau s n blur for the image. In order to achieve orientation
invarianc , the c rdinat s of the d s riptor and the gradient orientations are rot ted relative
to the keyp int orie tation. For efficiency, the gradients are precomputed for all levels f the
pyramid as described in Section 5. These are illustrated with mall arrows at each sa ple
location on the lef side of Figure 7.
A Gaus ian weighti fu ction with σ eq al to one half the width of the descriptor win-
dow is used to assign a weight to t e magnitude of each sample point. This is illustrated
with a circular window on the left sid of Figure 7, although, of course, the weight falls off
smoothly. The purpose of this Gaussian window is to avoid sudden changes in the descriptor
with small changes in the position of the window, and to give less emphasis to gradients that
are far from the c nter of the descriptor, as these re most affected by misregistration errors.
The keyp int descrip o is shown on the right side of Figure 7. It allows for significant
sh ft in gradient positions by reating orientation hist grams over 4x4 sample regions. The
figure s ws eight directions for each orient tion histo ram, with the length of each arrow
corresponding to the magn tud of th t histogram entry. A gradien sample on the left c
shift u to 4 sample positions hile still c ntri uting to the s e histogram on the right,
thereby ieving the bjectiv of allowing for l rger l cal positiona shifts.
It is important to avoid all boundary affects in which the descriptor abruptly changes as a
sampl shifts sm o hly from being within one histogram to ano her or from one orientation
to an ther. Ther o e, trilinear inte polation is used t istribute th value of each gr dient
sample int adjace hist gr m bins. In other words, ach entry into a bin is ultiplied by a
weight of 1 − d for each dimension, where d is the distance of the sample from the central
value of the bin as measured in units of the histogram bin spacing.
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Figure 7: A keypoint d scriptor is created by first computing e gradient mag itude nd orientation
at each image sampl point in a region ar und t e keypoint location, as shown on the left. These are
weighted by a Gaussian window, indicated by the overlaid ci cle. These s mples are t n accumulated
into orientation histograms summarizin the contents ov r 4x4 subr gions, s shown on the ight, with
the length of each arrow corresponding to the sum f the radientmagnitudes near that direction within
the regi n. This figure sh ws a 2x2 d scriptor ar ay mput d from an 8x8 set s pl s, wh reas
the xperi ents in this aper u e 4x4 d scr ors comput d from a 16x16 sample rray.
6.1 Descriptor repr nta ion
Figure 7 illustrates the co pu atio f the keypoin descriptor. Firs e image gradient m g-
n udes and ori t ti ns re sampled around the k yp t location, usi g the c e of the
keypoint to select the level of Gaussian blu or the ima e. In ord r to achieve ori ntation
invarianc , the coordinates of he descriptor and the gradient orientatio s are rotated relative
to the keypoint orientation. For efficiency, the gradi nts are precomputed for all levels of the
pyramid a described in Secti n 5. These are illustrated with small rrows at a h s ple
location on the left side of Figure 7.
A Gaussian weighting function wi σ equal t one half the width of the descriptor win-
dow is used to assign a weight to the magnitud of ach sampl point. This i illustra ed
with circular window on th left side f Figur 7, lt ugh, of cour , the weight f lls off
smoothly. The purp se of this Gaussian window is to void sudden changes in th descriptor
with small changes in th position of the window, and to give less emphasis to gradients that
are far from the center of the des riptor, as thes a e most affect d by mi registration errors.
The key int descriptor is shown on he right side of Figure 7. It allows for significant
shift in gradient posit ons by creating rientation histog ams over 4x4 sample regions. The
figure sh ws eight directi n for each o ientati n histog am, with t e le gth f eac arrow
corr sponding to the magnitude of that histogram entry. A gradient l on th l ft can
shift up to 4 ple pos tions whi still tributing to the s me histogram on the rig t,
thereby achieving th object ve of allowing for larger local po itio al hi ts.
It is importa t to avo d all bou dary affects in which the descriptor abruptly hanges as a
sam le shifts sm thly from being within one h stogram to another o from o e orientati n
to an ther. The efore, trili ea in erpolat o is used t distribute the value of each g adient
sample into adjace t his ogram bins. In oth r words, each entry into a bin is mul ipli d by a
weight of 1 − d for each dimen ion, where d is the distanc of the s mple from the central
value of the bin as m asured in units of the histogram bin spacing.
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Figure 7: A keypoint descriptor is created by first computing the gradient magnitude and orientation
at each image sample point in a region around the keypoint location, as shown on the left. These are
weighted by a Gaussian window, indicated by the overlaid circle. These samples are then accumulated
into orientation histograms summarizing the contents over 4x4 subregions, as shown on the right, with
the length of each arrow corresponding to the sum of the gradientmagnitudes near that direction within
the r gion. This fi ure shows a 2x2 desc iptor array c mputed f om an 8x8 set f samples, whereas
the experiments in this paper use 4x4 descript rs co puted fr m a 16x16 sampl array
6.1 Descriptor representation
Figure 7 illustrates the computation of the keypoint esc iptor. First th image g adient mag-
nitudes and orientations are sampled around t e keypoint locati n, using t e scale of the
keypoint to select the level of Gaussian blur for the image. In order to achieve orientation
invariance, the coordinat f the desc ipt r a d the gradient orienta ions ar rotated relative
to the keypoint orientation. For efficiency, the gradients are preco puted for all levels of the
pyramid as described in Section 5. Th se re illustrate ith small arrows at each sample
location on the left side of Figure 7.
A Gaussian weighting function with σ equal to one half the width of the descriptor win-
dow is used to assign a weight to the magn tu of each sampl point. This is illustrated
with a circular window on the left side of Figure 7, although, f course, the weight falls off
smoothly. The purpose of this Gaussian wind w is to avoid sudden changes in the descriptor
with small changes in the posi ion f the wind w, an t give l ss em has s to gra ients that
are far from the cente of the descriptor, as these are most affected by misre istration rrors.
The keypoint descriptor is hown th right side of Figure 7. It allows for significant
shift in gradient positions by creating orienta ion hi togram over 4x4 sam le regi ns. The
figure shows eight directions for each rientation h stogram, with the e gth of each arrow
corres n ing to the mag itude f th t hi togram entry. A gradient sampl on the le t an
sh ft up to 4 sample pos tions while still co ributi g t e same istogram n the right,
thereby achieving the objective of allowing for larger local positi n l sh fts.
It is impor ant o avoid all b u dary ffects i which th d scr or ab uptly hanges as a
sample shifts smo thly from being within on histogram to another or f om on orient ti n
to another. Therefore, trilinear interpolation is used to distribut the value of each gradient
sample into adjacent histogram bins. In other words, each entry into a bin is ultiplied by a
weight of 1 − d for each di e sio , where d is the distance of the sample from the centr l
value of the bin as measured i units of t e histo ram in spacing.
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Figure 7: A k y oint d scriptor is creat d b first c pu ing the gradien magnitude and orientation
at each image sample point in a reg around the keypoint loc tio , as s wn n the eft. These are
eighted by a Gau sian wind w, indica d by the overlaid circle. T ese s mples a e then accu ul ted
into orientation h stograms summarizing the contents ov r 4x4 subregions, as shown on t e right, with
th length of ac arrow corresp nding to the su of the gradie tmagnitudes near hat d ction within
th re io . This figure shows a 2x2 es ri tor array c mputed fro an 8x8 set of samples, whereas
the experiments in this paper use 4x4 d scr pto s omputed from a 16x16 sample a ray.
6.1 Descriptor represen ation
Figure 7 illustrates the comput tion of t e descriptor. First the image gradient mag-
ni ud s and ori ntations are sampled around the keyp int location, using the scale of the
k ypoint to select the level of Gaussian blur for the image. I orde o achieve orientation
invariance, the coordinates of the descriptor and the gradient orientations are rotat d relative
to the keypoint ori ntation. For effici ncy, the gradients are prec mputed for ll levels of the
yramid as d scribed i Section 5. These a e illus rated with s all arrows t each sample
locatio on the left side f Figure 7.
A Gaussian weighting function with σ equal to one half the width of the descriptor win-
dow is used to assign a weight to the magnitude of each sample point. This is illustrated
with a circular window on the left side of Figure 7, although, of course, the weight falls off
smoothly. The purpose of this Gaussian window is to avoid sudden changes in the descriptor
with sm ll changes in the position of the window, and to give less emphasis to gradients that
are far from the c nter of the descriptor, as these are most affected by misregistration rrors.
The keypoint descript is show n the right side of Figure 7. It allows for s g ifican
shift in gradi nt positions by reating orientation histograms over 4x4 sample regi ns. The
figure shows eight dire tions for each orie tion histogram, with the length of each arrow
corresponding to the magnitude of that histogram entry. A gradient sample on the left can
shift up to 4 sample positions while still contributing to the same histogra on the right,
thereby achieving the objective of allowing f r larger l cal positional shifts.
It is important to av id all bound ry affects in wh ch th descriptor abruptly changes as a
sample shifts smoothly from being wi hin one histo ram to other or from one orien ation
to another. Therefor , trili ear interpolation is used to dis ibute the value of ea h gradi nt
sample into a jacent hist gram bins. In ot er words, each en ry into a bin is multiplied by
weight of 1 − d for each dimension, here d is the distance of the sample from the central
value of the bin as asured i uni s of the hist gram bin spacing.
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Figure 7: A keypoint descriptor is created by fir t computing the gradient magnitude and orientation
at each image sample point in a region around the keypoint locati n, as shown on the eft. These are
weight d by a Gaussian window, indicated by the overlaid circle. These s mpl s ar the accumulated
into orientation histograms summarizing the cont nts ver 4x4 subregions, as shown on the right wit
th length of each arrow corre po ding to th um of t gradie tmagnitude near that direction within
the region. This figure shows a 2x2 descriptor array computed from an 8x8 set f samples, whereas
the experiments in this paper use 4x4 descriptors computed from a 16x16 sample arra .
6.1 Descriptor represen ation
Figure 7 illustrates the co putation f the keypoint descriptor. First the ima e gradient mag-
nitudes and orientations are sampled aro nd the keypoint locatio , using the scale of the
keypoint t select the level f Gaussian blu for the image. In order to achieve orie tation
invariance, the coordinates of the descriptor and the gradient orientations are rotated relative
to the keypoint orientation. For efficiency, the gradie ts ar precomp ted for all levels of the
p ramid as described in Section 5. The e are illust t d with small arro s at each sample
location on the left side of Figure 7.
A G ussia weighting fu ctio with σ equal to one half the width of the d criptor win-
dow is used to ssign a weight to the gnitude of each sampl point. This s illustrated
with a circular indow on the left ide of Figure 7, althoug , f cours , t e weight falls off
smoothly. The purpose of thi Gaussian wind w is to av id sudde changes in the descriptor
with sm ll changes in the position of the wind w, a d to give less emphasis to gradients that
are far from the center of t des riptor, as these are m st affected by misr gistr tion errors.
The keypoint descriptor is shown the right side of Figure 7. It allows for significant
shift in gradi nt po itions by creati g rientation histograms over 4x4 sa ple regi s. Th
figure shows eigh direct s fo e c orientati hi tog am, wi h the length of each arrow
corresponding to the mag i ude f that his gram entry. A gradient sa ple o the lef can
shift up to 4 sample posit ons while st ll contributing t the same his ogra on the right,
thereby chieving the objective of allowing for larger loc l p sitional shifts.
It is important to avoid all boundary affects in which the descriptor abruptly changes as a
sample shifts smoothly from being within on histogram to anot r or from ne orientation
to another. Therefore, trilinear interpolation is used t distribute the valu of each gradient
sample into a jacent histogram bins. In ther wor s, each entry into a bin is mu tiplied by a
weight of 1 − d for each dimensi n, where d is the distance of the sample from the central
value of the bin as measured in units of the histogram bin spacing.
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Fi ure 7: A keypo t descripto is cre ted by first computi g t e gradient m gnitude nd orientation
at e ch image sample point in region arou d the k ypo nt location, s shown n th l ft. These are
we ghted by a Gaussia w ndow, indicated by the overlaid c rcle. T ese sampl s are then accumul ted
into orientatio histogram summarizing the contents ver 4x4 subregi s, as show on the right, with
the length of each arrow or ponding to the sum of the gradient agnitudes n ar th t direction within
the r gion. This fig r shows 2x2 escript array omp ted fr m an 8x8 s t f samples, whereas
the experiment in this paper us 4x4 d criptors o put d fr m a 16x16 sample array.
6.1 Desc iptor re resentatio
Fig re 7 illustrates the c mputat o f the keypoint escriptor. Fir the imag gradien m g-
nitudes and rientations are sa led around the keyp int l c tion, using the s al f th
keypoint to select the l vel of Gau ian blur or the image. In o der to chieve ri ntation
invarianc , the c rdina s of the desc iptor and the gradient orie tations are rotat d r lative
to th keypoint orie tation. For efficie cy, t gr dient are precomput d fo all levels f the
pyramid as described in Section 5. These are illustrated with small arrows at eac sample
locatio on t e left ide f Figure 7.
A Gaussian ei ting function with σ equal to one half the widt of the descriptor in-
dow is used t assign a weight to the magnitude of e ch sample point. This is illustrated
with a circular window on t e left side of Figure 7, although, of cou se, the w ight fall off
smo thly. The purp se of this Gaussian window is avoid sudden ch nges in the descriptor
with small cha g s in the posit on of the window, nd to give less e hasis to gradients that
are far from t center of the descri tor, a these ar most affected by isregistration errors.
The keypoint d scriptor is hown on the r ght side of Figur 7. It allows f r significant
shift in grad ent positions by creating orientation hist grams over 4x4 sample regions. T e
fi ure hows eight dir c ions f r eac orientatio histo ram, with the l gth of ach rr w
correspondi g t the magnitude of tha h stogram ntry. A gradient sample on the left can
shift up to 4 sample posit ons wh le still contrib ing t the same histogram on the ri ht,
thereby achieving the objectiv of allowi g for larger local positional shifts.
It is imp rtant to avoid all bou dary af ects in which th descr pto abruptly changes as a
sample s ifts smoothly from b ing within one histogram to another or from ne orientation
to a other. Ther fo , trilin a inte polation is used to dist ibute the v lu of each gradient
sa ple into adjacent histogram bins. In other words, each entry into a bin is multi lied by a
weight of 1 − d f r each dimensi n, w ere d is the dist nce of the sample f om th c nt al
value of the bin s m as red units of th histogram bin spacing.
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Figure 7: A k ypoint d scriptor is created by first computi the gradi nt magnitude nd rientation
at each image sampl p int in a region ar und the keyp int l cation, as shown on h l ft. These are
weighted by a Gaussian window, indicated by the overlaid circle. Thes s mples are th n accu ulated
into orientatio hist grams summarizin the conte ts over 4x4 subr gions, as shown on the right, with
the length of each arrow corresponding the sum f the adient agnitud s ne r that direction within
the region. This figure sh ws a 2x2 d scrip or ar ay omputed from an 8x8 set o s pl s, wh eas
th xperi nts in thi aper use 4x4 scr ors comput d from a 16x16 sample rray.
6.1 Descri t r repr nta ion
Figure 7 ll strates the compu ation of t e keyp i t scriptor. Firs the imag radient m g-
nitudes and rie tations are sampled ar nd the k ypoint lo tion, sing the s al of th
keypoint to select the level of Gaussian blur or the age. In ord r t achieve ori ntation
invarianc , the coordin tes of the es riptor and t e gradien o ie tati ns ar rotated relative
to the keypoint orientati n. For efficiency, t gradients are pr c mputed for ll lev ls of the
pyramid as described in S ction 5. These ar illustr ted wit s all rro s at eac mple
location on the left side of Figure 7.
A Gaussian weightin function with σ equal to one half the width of the descri tor win-
dow is used to assign eight to the m gnit de of ac sampl point. This is illustrated
with a circular w ndow on the left side of Figur 7, alth ugh, of course, the we ght fall ff
sm othly. The purp se of t is aussia indow is to void sudd n changes i th descriptor
with small chang s in th position of the wind w, an give less emphasis to gradien s that
are far from th enter of the des ripto , a th s a e most aff ct d by mi reg stration errors.
The key o nt descriptor is hown on he right si e of Figure 7. It allows f r significa t
shift in gradient posit ons by cre ting ri ntation histog a s over 4x sample re ions. The
figure shows ight directi n for ea h ori ati n istog a , with l gth f eac arrow
corresponding to the ma nitud of that histog am entry. A gr dient sample on the left can
hift up to 4 sa le posit o s whi still c tribut ng to t same histogram on the right,
thereby achievi g t object ve of all wing fo la ger local positional shifts.
It is important to vo d all b undary af ects in w ich the descr p r bruptly han es as
sample shifts smo thly from being ithin one h s ogram t nother o from e ori nt ti n
to anot r. T refore, trilinear interpolat o is used t di tribu e th value of each gradient
sample into adjacent histogram b ns. In her w r s, each ent into a bin is multiplied by a
w ight of 1 − d for each dimension, where d is the distance of the sa pl f o the ce tral
value f the bin a m a ured in units of the histo ram bi spacing.
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Figure 7: A keypoint descriptor is created by first computing the radient magnitude and orientation
at each i age sample oint in a region around the keypoint location, as shown on the left. These are
weighted by a Gaussian window, indicated by the overlaid circle. These samples are then accumulated
into orientation histograms summarizing the contents over 4x4 sub egio s, as shown on the right, with
the length of each arrow corresponding to the sum of the gradientmagnitudes near that direction within
the region. This figure shows a 2x2 descriptor array computed from an 8x8 set of samples, whereas
the experiments in this paper use 4x4 descriptors computed from a 16x16 sampl array.
6.1 Descriptor representatio
Figure 7 illu trates he c mputation of the keypoint desc iptor. First he im ge gradient mag-
nitudes and ori ntations are sa pled around th keyp int location, using t s ale of he
keypoint to select the level of Gaussian blur for the image. In order to achieve orientation
invariance, the coordinates of the de criptor a d the gradient i ntations ar rotated r l t ve
to the keypoint orientation. For efficiency, the gradients are precomputed for a l levels of the
pyramid as described in Section 5. These are illustrated with s all arr ws at ach sample
location o the left side f Figure 7.
A Gaussian weighting function with σ equal to o e half the width of the descriptor win-
dow is used to assign a weight to th magnit de of each sample point. This is ill trated
with a circular window on the left side of Figure 7, althou h, of course, the weight falls off
smoothly. The purpose of this Gaussian window is to avoi sudden changes in the descript r
with sma l ch nges in the po ition of the window, and to give less emphasis to gradients that
are far fro the center of the descriptor, as these re most affected by misregistration errors.
The keypoint descriptor is how t right side f Figure 7. It allows for significant
shift in gradient position by creating rientatio histogra s over 4x4 sampl re ions. The
figure sh ws eight directions for each ri n atio istogr m, with t e e gth of ach rrow
correspon ing to the mag tude of that histogram entry. A radient ple n the left can
shift up to 4 sampl positions while still c ributing to the s me histogram on the right,
r by achieving the objective of owi g for la ger local posit ona hifts.
It is important o avoid al bou ary ffects w ich the d s ri or abru tly cha ges s a
sample shifts smoothly fr m being within o st gram to another or f om on orientation
to another. Therefore, trilinear te polati n is u ed to distribute th e o ach grad ent
sample into adjacent histogram bins. I ot er wo ds, eac entry nto i i u tiplied by a
weight of 1 − d for each di ension, wher d is the distance of the sample from the centr l
value of the bin as measured in units of the t gram bin spacing.
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Figure 7: A keypoint descriptor is cr ated by first computing the gradie t agni ude and orie tatio
at each image sample point in egio ar und the keypoi t l cation, as sh wn on the left. These are
weighted by a Gaussian window, indicated by overlaid circle. Th se samples are then accumulated
into orientation histograms sum arizing the c ntents ov r 4x4 subr gi ns, as shown on the right, with
t len th of each ar w corresponding t the sum of the gradient gnitud s n ar th t direction within
t e region. Thi figure sh s a 2x2 d scrip o array co puted from an 8x8 set f samples, w ereas
th experiments in this pape us 4x4 d sc iptors computed from a 16x16 sampl array.
6.1 D crip r r resent tion
Figure 7 illustrates e comput tion f t e keyp int descriptor. First the image gradient mag-
nitud s and orie ations are sampled arou d th k ypoint location, si the s ale of the
keypoint t se e t the level of Ga sian blur for the image. In orde to achieve orient tion
invari nce, the co rdinat s of the d scripto and gra ient orientations ar r tat d elative
to th keypoint orie t tion. For efficiency, e gr die ts are precomputed for all levels of the
pyramid as descri ed in Section 5. These are illustrat d wi h small arrows at each sample
location o th left side of Figur 7.
A Gaussian weight ng functi n with σ equal to o half th width of the de criptor win-
dow is used to assign a weig to the agnitu e of each sample point. Thi is llustrat d
w th a circular window o t e lef si e of Figure 7, alth ugh, f course, the w ight falls off
mo thly. The purpos of thi Ga ssian window is to avoid sudd n changes in the descriptor
with sm ll chan es th pos ti n of t windo , and to give l ss emphasis to gradi ts that
re far from the c t r of the descriptor, as these are most affected by misregistrat n errors.
The k ypoint descriptor is shown on the right si e of Figure 7. It allows for significant
s ift in g adient positions by creating orientation histogr s ov r 4x4 sample regions. The
figure shows eig t dir c ions for each orientation i tog a , ith the l ngth of each arrow
corresponding to the magnitude of that histogram entry. t sample on the left can
shif up o 4 sam le iti s whi still ntributing to t histogram the right,
thereby achieving the objective of all wing for larger local siti al shift .
It is important to avoid all b undary affects in whic the descript r abruptly cha ges as a
sample shifts smoothly fr m being within one histogram to another or from one orientation
to a other. Ther fore, trili e r interpolati n is us d to di tribute th value of e ch gradient
sample i o a jac hist gram bins. In ot r words, each entry i to a bin is multiplied by a
weight of 1 − d f r each dimensio , where d is t dist ce f the sample from the entral
value of the bin as measur d in units of th histogram bin spaci g.
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Figure 7: A keypoint descriptor s created by fir t c mputing t e gradient magnitude and orient tion
at ach imag sample point in r gion arou d the keypoint location, a show on the left. T se are
weighted by a Gaussian wind w, indicated by the overlaid circle. Thes samples are then accumulated
into orientation histograms summarizing the contents over 4x4 subreg s, as shown on the right, with
the length of each arrow corresponding to the sum f the gradi nt agnitudes near that direc ion within
the region. h s figure shows a 2x2 esc i t r arr y compu d from an 8x8 se f samples, whereas
the experiments in t is paper u e 4x4 d s ri tors c mpu ed fr m a 16x16 sample ar ay.
6.1 Descriptor r resentation
Figure 7 illustrates t e computation of t e keypoint descriptor. First the image gradient mag-
nitudes and orientations are sampled arou d the keypoint loc tion, using th s ale of the
keypoint t sele t the level f Gaussia blur for the image. In order to achi ve ori ntation
invariance, the co rdinat of the descript r and t gradi nt orie tations are r tated relative
to th keypoint orientation. For efficiency, t e gradients ar preco uted for all levels of the
pyramid as described in Section 5. These ar illust ated with small arro s at each sample
location on the left side of Figure 7.
A Gaussian weighting functio ith σ equal to one half the width of the descript r win-
dow is used to assign a weig t to the m gnitude of each sample point. This is ill strated
with a circular indow on the lef side of Figure 7, alth ug , of cour e, the wei h falls off
sm othl . The purp se of this Gaussia window is to av id sudden chang s in th des riptor
w th small ch nges n th position of the w ndow, a d to giv less emp sis o gradients that
are far from the center of the descriptor, as hese are most affect d by mi registration errors.
The keypoint des riptor is shown on the right side of Figure 7. I allows for significant
shift in gradient positions by creating o ientati n histograms over 4x4 ample regions. The
figure sho s eig t directions for each orientation histogra , ith the length of each arrow
corresponding to the magn tude of t at histogram entry. A gradi nt sampl on the left a
hift up to 4 sa le positions w ile still c ntributing to th e histogram o t t,
thereby achi ving the objective of allowing f l ger loc l position l ifts.
It is important to av id all b undary affects in which the descriptor abruptl han s as a
sample shifts smoothly fro being within one histogram to another or from one orientation
to n ther. Theref re, t li e r interpolation is used to distribute the v lu of each gradient
s m le into adjacent histogra bi s. I other words, each entry int a bi is u tiplied by a
weight 1 − d for ach dimensi n, where d is the distance of t e sample from the central
value of he bin s m asured in units o the h stogram bin spaci g.
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F gur 7: A keypoint escriptor is created by first omputing the gradient magnitude and orientation
t ach imag sample point in a region around he keyp int location, as shown on th l ft. These are
weighted by a Gaussian window, indicated by the overlaid circle. These samples are then accumulated
into orientation histograms summarizing the contents over 4x4 subregions, as shown on the right, ith
the length of each arr w correspondi g t t sum of the gradientmagnitudes ne r that directio wit in
th r gion. This fig r show a 2x2 escri tor array comput d from 8x8 set of samples, whereas
the experimen s n this paper use 4x4 descriptors o uted from a 16x16 sample array.
6.1 Descriptor r prese t tion
Figu 7 ill stra s t mput tio t e keypoi t d sc ip or. First the image gradient mag-
itudes and o ientations are sampl d arou d the k yp i t location, using the s ale of the
keypoi t sele t the level of Gaussia blur for t e image. In order to achieve orientation
invarianc , the co rdinates of the descripto and t gradient orientations are r tated relative
to th ke point orientation. For efficiency, t e gradients are precomputed for all l vels of the
pyramid as described in Section 5. These are illustrated with small arrows at each sample
l cation on the left side of Figure 7.
A Gaussian weighting function with σ equal to one half the width of the descriptor win-
d w is us d to assign a weight to the magnitud of each sample point. This is illustrated
with a ci cular window on the eft s de of igure 7, although, of course, the weight falls off
smoothly. Th pu po e of this Gaussian window is t avoid sudden chang s in the descriptor
with small changes in the osi on of the window, a d o give less emphasis to gr dients that
a e f r fr m the c ter f the escriptor, a the e ar m st affected by mis egistration errors.
The k ypoint escr ptor is shown on th right s de of Figure 7. It allows for significant
shif in gradien positions by creating orientati n histograms over 4x4 ample regions. The
figure show eight directio f r each orientati n histogram, with the l ngt of each arro
orresp nding to th agnitud of that histogra ntry. A gradient sample n the left can
shift p to 4 sample positio s while still c ntrib ting o the same hi togram on the right,
thereby achieving t objective f allowin for larger l cal positional shifts.
It is important to avoid all boundary aff cts in hich the descriptor bruptly changes as a
sam le shift smoothly from being withi on hi togram to another or from one orientation
to another. Therefo e, triline r in erpola ion is used to distribute the value of each gradient
sample i t adjacent histogram bins. In oth r ords, each ntry i to a bin is multiplied by a
weight f 1 − d for each dimension, where d is the distance of the sample from the central
value of the bin as measured in units of the histogram bin spacing.
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Figure 7: A keypoint descriptor is created by first omputing the gradient magnitude and ori ntation
at each image sample point in a region aroun the keypoint location, as hown on the left. T ese are
weighted by Gaus ian window, indicated by he overl id circle. Th se sam le are t accumulated
into orientation histograms summarizi g th content over 4x4 s bregi ns, as own on the right, with
the length of each arrow corresponding t the sum f the gradientmagnitudes near that direction within
the region. This figure shows 2x2 d s ript r ar ay omputed from an 8x8 set of sampl s, where s
the experi ents in this aper use 4x4 d scr p ors co puted from a 16x16 sample ray.
6.1 Descript r epr tation
Figure 7 illu trates t e computation of t e keypoint descriptor. First the image gradient mag-
nitudes and orientations are sa pled a ou d the keypoint location, using t e s ale of the
keypoint t sele t the level of Gau sian blur f r the image. In rder to ach eve orientation
nvar anc , the o rdinates of he descrip r and t gradi nt or entations are r tated ela ive
to th keypo nt ri ntation. For fficiency, t e gradie ts are precomputed for ll leve s of the
pyramid as described in Section 5. Th e are illu tra e with s all arrows at e ch sample
location on the left side of Figure 7.
A Gaussian weighting function with σ qual to n half t idth of the desc ipt win-
dow is used to assign w ight t th magnitude of each ample point. T is is illustrated
with a circular window on the left side of Figure 7, although, of course, the w ight falls off
smoothly. The urpos of this Gaussian wind w is o avoid su den changes in th descriptor
with small changes in the position f he wi ow, and to give less mphasis to gradients that
are fa from the c nter of the des r pt r, as t se are most affected by misregist tion errors.
The keypoint descriptor is shown on t e right side of Figure 7. It allo s for significant
shift in gradient positions by creati g or en ation histograms over 4x4 sample regions. The
figure s ows e ght directio s f r each or ent tion his o ram, ith the length of each arrow
corresponding to th agnitude of tha histogram try. A gra ient sample the left can
shift up to 4 sample positions hile still co tributi g t the a e hist gram n the right,
th reby achieving the objective of allowing for arger local positio al shifts.
It is important t avoi ll o ndary affect in which the descriptor abr ptly cha ges as a
sample shif s sm othly from bei g it in h stogram to an th r or fr m one orientation
to anot er. T er fore, trilinear n rpolati n is used t distribute the value of each grad e t
sample into a jacent histogra bi s. In ther words, each entry into a bi is multipl ed by
weight of 1 − d for ach dimen ion, where d is the dist ce f the mpl f o the centr l
value of the bin as measur d in unit of the histogram bin spac ng.
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Image gradients Keypoint descriptor
Figure 7: A keypoint descriptor is created by first computing the gradient magnitude and orientation
at each image sample point in a region around the keypoint l cation, as show on the left. These are
eighted by a Gaussia window, indicated by the overlaid circle. These sa ples accumulated
into orientation histograms summarizing the co ents over 4x4 subregion , as sh the right, with
the length of each arrow corresponding to the sum of the gradientmagnitudes near t at irection within
the region. This figure shows a 2x2 descriptor array computed from an 8x8 set of samples, whereas
the experiments in this paper use 4x4 descriptors computed from a 16x16 sample array.
6.1 Descriptor re resentation
Figure 7 illustrates the computat on of the keypoint descriptor. First the imag gradient m g-
nitudes and orientations are sampled arou d the keypoint l cati , using the scale of the
keypoint to select the level of Gaussian blur for the image. In order t achieve orientation
invariance, the coordinates of the descript a d the gradient orient t o s ar rotated rel tive
to the k yp int orientation. For effici cy, the gradients are p ecomputed f r ll levels of the
pyram d as d scribed in Section 5. Th s are illus ra ed with s all rrows t each sample
loc tion on th left sid of Figure 7.
A Gaussian weighting function with σ qual o one half the width of the descriptor win-
dow is us d t assign weight to the magni ude of each sample oint. This is i lustrat d
with a ircular window o left side of Figure 7, although, of course, the w ig t f lls off
smoothly. The purpose of this Gaussia window is to av id sudd n changes in the descriptor
with small changes in the position f th window, and o giv l ss emphasis t g adients that
are far from the center of the descriptor, as these are most affected by mis gistration errors.
The keypoint descriptor is hown on th right side of Figur 7. It llo s for significant
shift in gradient posi ions by creating orientati n histograms over 4x4 ample regions. The
figure shows eight direc for each rientation h s ogram, with the le gth of each arrow
correspo ing to the mag i ude o that hist r m entry. A gra ient sample o the left c n
shift up t 4 sam l po itions w ile s ill co ributin to t e sam histogram on right,
t ereby c ieving th objective of llowing for rg l cal p itio al shifts.
It is importan to avoid ll boundary affects n which the d scri tor abruptly changes s
sample shif s smooth y from being within on h stogram to anoth r or fr m on orientati n
to another. Therefore, trilinear interpolation is used to dist bute the value of each gradi nt
sample into adjacent histogram bins. In o her w rds, each try i to bin is multipli d by a
weight of 1 − d for each di ensi n, where d is the distance of the amp e from the c ntral
value of the bi as eas d n uni s of th istogr bin spacing.
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Figure 7: A keypoint descriptor is cr ated by firs c putin t e gradient m gnitude and orientation
at each image sample poin in a region round the keypo nt loc tion, as shown on e l ft. These are
weighted by a Gaussian wind w, indicated by th ov rlaid circle. These samples are then accumulated
i to orie tati his o rams summarizing the contents over 4x4 subregio s, as shown on the right, ith
the leng of ach a row c rrespond g to t sum of the gradi ntmagnitudes ne r that directio wit in
t region. This figu e shows a 2x2 d crip r array computed from an 8x8 set of samples, whereas
the xperiments in this paper use 4x4 descriptors computed from a 16x16 sample array.
6.1 Descrip or r presentation
Figure 7 illustrat s t compu ation of t keypoint escriptor. First the image gradient mag-
nitudes a d rienta i ns ar s mpled a u d th keypoint location, using the s ale of the
keypoi t sele t t level f Gaussian blur for the image. In order to achieve orientation
invariance, the co rdina es f the descr ptor t gr d t ori nta ions are r tated relative
to th ke p int orientation. For efficiency, t e radients are precomputed for all l vels of the
pyramid as described in Section 5. Thes are illustrated with small arrows at each sample
locati he left side of Figure 7.
A Ga ssian we ghting unction with σ equ l to one half the width of the descriptor win-
dow is used to ssi n a weight to the magnitud of ach s mple point. This is illustrated
with a circular w n ow on t e left side f Figu e 7, although, of course, the weight falls off
smoothly. The purp e of this Gaus i n win w is to avoid sudden changes in the descriptor
wi h small chang s in th position of the window, and to give less emphasis to gradients that
are far from e center of th descrip or, as thes are m st ffect d by misregistration errors.
The keypoint descr pto is show on the right id f Figure 7. It llow for significa
shift gradient positi n by creati g ori n ation hist grams over 4x4 sample regions. The
figure shows eight directions for each orientation h st gram, with the ngth of each arrow
corresp ndi to the a nitude of that histo ram entry. A gradient ample on the left can
shif up to 4 sample positions w il still ontributing to he same histogram the right,
t er by ac eving t e bj ctiv f allowing f larger local p sitional shifts.
It is important to avoid all oundary affe s i which the descriptor abruptly changes as a
sample shifts smo t ly f om being within one his ogr m to another or rom one orientati n
to another. Therefore, tr li ear nte polati n is us d to istribute th valu of each gradient
sam le int djacent histogram bins. In other words, each entry into a bin is multiplied by a
eight of 1 − d fo each di ension, where d is the distance of the sample from the central
value f h bin as m as r d in units of th hi togr m b n spacing.
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Figur 7: A keypoint descriptor is c e ted by fir t computi the gradient magnitude and orientation
at each image sample poin in a region aroun the keypo nt loc tion, as shown on e left. These are
weighted by a G ussian win ow, indicated y the ove aid circle. Th s samples are th n accumul ted
into orie tatio hist gra s su m rizing the co tents ver 4x4 subr gi s, a shown n the gh , with
the length of eac a row co spondi g to t sum of t e gradientmagnitud s ne r t at directio wit in
t r gion. T is figu e sh ws a 2x2 descriptor array comput d from an 8x8 set of samples, whereas
the xperiments in this paper use 4x4 descri tors compu ed from a 16x16 sample array.
6.1 Descripto repres ntation
Fig e 7 illustrates t e computation of t k ypoi t descriptor. Fi st the image gradient mag-
nitudes nd orientations are sampled ar u d he keypoint location, using the s ale of the
keypoint t sele t t level of Gaussian blur for the image. In order to achieve orientation
i var ance, the co rdinates of the descriptor and t gradient orientations are r tated relative
to th keypoint orie tat on. For fficiency, t e gradients are precomputed f all levels of the
pyramid as described in Section 5. These are illustrated with small arrows t each sample
locatio on the left side f Figure 7.
A Gauss an weightin function with σ equal to ne half the width of the descriptor win-
dow is s o assig a weight to the mag itude of e ch sampl point. T is is llust ated
with a ci cular windo on the l ft side of Figure 7, although, of course, the weight falls off
smoothly. The p rpose of this Gaussian window to avoid sudden changes in the descriptor
ith small chang s in the position f the window, and t give less emp asis to gradients that
a e fa fr m t center f th desc ipt r, th s are most ffected by isregistration errors.
The keypoint d scriptor is ho n on h ght ide of Figure 7. It allo for significant
shift in g adient positi s by c e ting orienta ion h st ra s ov r 4x4 sample regions. The
fi ure shows eight direction f r each o ient ti n histogram, with the le gth of ach arrow
correspo ding to th magnitu e of that histogram entry. A gradient sample on the left can
shift up to 4 sample p si ions while still contributing to the same histo ram on the right,
th reb achieving the objec ive of llowing f r l rger local positi nal shifts.
It i mport nt to av i all oundary ffec s n whic the descriptor abruptly changes as
sample shi ts s oothly fro being within one histogram t another or from one orientation
to another. Therefor , trilinear interpolation is used to distribute th value of each gradient
sampl into adj cent histogram bins. In other words, each entry into a bin is multiplied by a
weight of 1 − d for each dimensi n, where d is the dista ce of the sample from the central
valu of the bin as me sured in u its of the his ogram bin spaci g.
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Figure 7: A keypoint descript r is created by firs computin the gr dient magnitude and orientation
at each im g sample oin in a region around the keypo nt loc tion, as shown on e left. These are
weighte by a G ussia win ow, indicated by the ov laid circle. Th se samples are then accumul ted
into ori ntation hist grams su mariz ng the contents over 4x4 subre ions, as shown n the gh , with
he length of each arrow corresp di g to the sum of the gradientmag itudes near that dir ction within
the region. This figu e shows a 2x2 descriptor rray computed from an 8x8 set of s mples, whereas
the xperiments in this a er use 4x4 descriptors computed from a 16x16 sample array.
6.1 Descriptor repres ntati n
Figu 7 illustrat s the comp tation o t e k ypoint escriptor. First the image gradient mag-
nitudes and rientations are s mpled arou d t e keypoint lo ation, using the s ale of the
keypoint t sele t the level f Gaussian blur for the image. In order to achieve orientation
nvariance, the co rdinates of the descriptor an t gradient rientati ns are r tated relative
to th keypoint or ent tion. For efficiency, t gra ients are r compute for all levels of the
pyra id as described in Secti n 5. T ese are illustrat d wit small rrows at each sample
locati on the left side of Figure 7.
A G ussian weight g func ion with σ equal n h lf the widt of the descriptor win-
w i used o assign a w ight to the magnitude of ac ampl poin . This is illustrated
with a circular window on t e lef side of Figure 7, al ough, f course, the weight falls off
sm othl . The purp se of this Gau ian window i to avoid sudden changes i he descriptor
with small chang s in the p sition of the w ndow, n to give l ss emphasis to gradients that
are far from the center of th descriptor, as these are ost affected by misregistration errors.
The keypo nt descripto is sh wn on t right s de of Figure 7. It allows for significant
s ift in gradient p siti ns by c eati g orientation ograms over 4x4 sample regions. The
figure shows eight directions for e c orientation histogram, with the le gth of each arrow
corresp ding to t e mag itude f t at histog am entry. A gradien sample on the left can
sh ft up to 4 sample pos tions while still ntr b ing t the sa histogram on the right,
he eby chievi g the obj ctiv llowing for large local posit onal shifts.
It is important to avoid all bound ry affects in which the descripto abruptly changes as a
samp shift s ot ly from being within one histogram o anothe or from one orientation
to anoth r. Therefore, trilinear interp lation is used to dis ribut the value of each gradient
sample into adjacent histogram bins. In other word , ach entry into a bin is multiplied by a
weight of 1 − d or each dimension, where d is the distance f t e s mple from the central
value bin as measured in u its of the histogram b n spacing.
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Figure 1. In SIFT (top, recrea d co di [27]) t sc l
are selected (a) and the descri t r c s c f i g
the selected scale (b) b c m tin a i t i n (c) d
p ol ng them in spatial n ighb o d (d) y l og s th t
are concatenated and orm l z d t f c i t ( ). I
DSP-SIFT (botto ), po ling c s r f e ai iz
( ): P tches of differ t siz s e - l (b), g r -
tion co puted (c) and pooled acr s l c n d (d), nd
concatenated yielding a descri ( ) f s si n
ordinary SIFT.
few lines of code, can be applie t y ist ram-based
method (Sect. 3), and y elds a descript of he sa size
that outperforms the riginal s nti lly u ifor y (Fig. 4).
Yet combining histogra s f i age of di f r n sizes is
counterintuitive and seemingly at odds wi h e t achings
of scale-space theory an t resul ing stablis d prac e
of scale selection [26] (Sect. 1.1). It is, however, ted
in classical sampling theory and anti-aliasing. Sect. 2 de-
scribes what we do, Sect. 3 how we do it, and Sect. 5 why
we do it. Sect. 4 validates our method empirically.
1.1. Related work
A single, un-normalized cell of the “scale-invariant fea-
ture transform” SIFT [27] and its variants [2, 8, 10] can be
written compactly as a formula [12, 46]:
hSIFT(θ|I, σˆ)[x] =
∫
N (θ − ∠∇I(y))Nσˆ(y − x)dµ(y)
(1)
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where I is the image restricted to a square domain, cen-
tered at a location x ∈ Λ(σˆ) with size σˆ in the lattice
Λ determined by the response to a difference-of-Gaussian
(DoG) operator across all locations and scales (SIFT de-
tector). Here dµ(y) .= ‖∇I(y)‖dy, θ is the independent
variable, ranging from 0 to 2pi, corresponding to an orien-
tation histogram bin of size , and σˆ is the spatial pooling
scale. The kernelN is bilinear of size  andNσˆ separable-
bilinear of size σˆ [46], although they could be replaced
by a Gaussian with standard deviation σˆ and an angular
Gaussian with dispersion parameter . The SIFT descriptor
is the concatenation of 16 cells (1) computed at locations
x ∈ {x1, x2, . . . , x16} on a 4× 4 lattice Λ, and normalized.
The spatial pooling scale σˆ and the size of the image do-
main where the SIFT descriptor is computed Λ = Λ(σˆ) are
tied to the photometric characteristics of the image, since σˆ
is derived from the response of a DoG operator on the (sin-
gle) image.1 Such a response depends on the reflectance
properties of the scene and optical characteristics and res-
olution of the sensor, neither of which is related to the size
and shape of co-visible (corresponding) regions. Instead,
how large a portion of a scene is visible in each correspond-
ing image(s) depends on the shape of the scene, the pose
of the two cameras, and the resulting visibility (occlusion)
relations. Therefore, we propose to untie the size of the do-
main where the descriptor is computed (“scale”) from pho-
tometric characteristics of the image, departing from the
teachings of scale selection (Fig. 8). Instead, we use ba-
sic principles of classical sampling theory and anti-aliasing
to achieve robustness to domain size changes due to occlu-
sions (Sect. 5).
Pooling is commonly understood as the combination of
responses of feature detectors/descriptors at nearby loca-
tions, aimed at transforming the joint feature representa-
tion into a more usable one that preserves important in-
formation (intrinsic variability) while discarding irrelevant
detail (nuisance variability) [4, 22]. However, precisely
how pooling trades off these two conflicting aims is unclear
and mostly addressed empirically in end-to-end compar-
isons with numerous confounding factors. Exceptions in-
clude [4], where intrinsic and nuisance variability are com-
bined and abstracted into the variance and distance between
the means of scalar random variables in a binary classifica-
tion task. For more general settings, the goals of reducing
nuisance variability while preserving intrinsic variability is
elusive as a single image does not afford the ability to sepa-
rate the two [12].
An alternate interpretation of pooling as anti-aliasing
[40] clearly highlights its effects on intrinsic and nuisance
variability: Because one cannot know what portion of an
1Approaches based on “dense SIFT” forgo the detector and instead
compute descriptors on a regular sampling of locations and scales (Fig. 9).
However, no existing dense SIFT method performs domain-size pooling.
object or scene will be visible in a test image, a scale-space
(“semi-orbit”) of domain sizes (“receptive fields”) should
be marginalized or searched over (“max-out”). Neither can
be computed in closed-form, so the semi-orbit has to be
sampled. To reduce complexity, only a small number of
samples should be retained, resulting in undersampling and
aliasing phenomena that can be mitigated by anti-aliasing,
with quantifiable effects on the sensitivity to nuisance vari-
ability. For the case of histogram-based descriptors, anti-
aliasing planar translations consists of spatial pooling, rou-
tinely performed by most descriptors. Anti-aliasing visi-
bility results in domain-size aggregation, which no current
descriptor practices. This interpretation also offers a way
to quantify the effects of pooling on discriminative (recon-
struction) power directly, using classical results from sam-
pling theory, rather than indirectly through an end-to-end
classification experiment that may contain other confound-
ing factors.
Domain-size pooling can be applied to a number of dif-
ferent descriptors or convolutional architectures. We illus-
trate its effects on the most popular, SIFT. However, we
point out that proper marginalization requires the availabil-
ity of multiple images of the same scene, and therefore can-
not be performed in a single image. While most local image
descriptors are computed from a single image, exceptions
include [12, 25]. Of course, multiple images can be “hallu-
cinated” from one, but the resulting pooling operation can
only achieve invariance to modeled transformations.
In neural network architectures, there is evidence that
abstracting spatial pooling hierarchically, i.e., aggregating
nearby responses in feature maps, is beneficial [4]. This
process could be extended by aggregating across different
neighborhood sizes in feature space. To the best of our
knowledge, the only architecture that performs some kind
of pooling across scales is [34], although the justification
provided in [5] only concerns translation within each scale.
The same goes for [6], where pooling (low-pass filtering)
is only performed within each scale, and not across scales.
Other works learn the regions for spatial pooling, for in-
stance [22, 37], but still restrict pooling to within-scale, sim-
ilar to [23], rather than across scales as we advocate.
We distinguish multi-scale methods that concatenate de-
scriptors computed independently at each scale, from cross-
scale pooling, where statistics of the image at different
scales are combined directly in the descriptor. Examples
of the former include [21], where ordinary SIFT descrip-
tors computed on domains of different size are assumed to
belong to a linear subspace, and [37], where Fisher vec-
tors are computed for multiple sizes and aspect ratios and
spatial pooling occurs within each level. Also bag-of-word
(BoW) methods [38], as mid-level representations, aggre-
gate different low level descriptors by counting their fre-
quency after discretization. Typically, vector quantization
or other clustering technique is used, each descriptor is as-
sociated with a cluster center (“word”), and the frequency
of each word is recorded in lieu of the descriptors them-
selves. This can be done for domain size, by computing dif-
ferent descriptors at the same location, for different domain
sizes, and then counting frequencies relative to a dictionary
learned from a large training dataset (Sect. 4.4).
Aggregation across time, which may include changes
of domain size, is advocated in [20], but in the absence
of formulas it is unclear how this approach relates to our
work. In [14], weights are shared across scales, which is
not equivalent to pooling, but still establishes some depen-
dencies across scales. MTD [24] appears to be the first in-
stance of pooling across scales, although the aggregation is
global in scale-space with consequent loss of discrimina-
tive power. Most recently, [18] advocates the same but in
practice space-pooled VLAD descriptors obtained at differ-
ent scales are simply concatenated. Also [3] can be thought
of as a form of pooling, but the resulting descriptor only
captures the mean of the resulting distribution. In addition,
[44] exploits the possibility of estimating the proper scales
for nearby features via scale propagation but still no pool-
ing is performed across scales. Additional details in related
prior work are discussed in Appendix A.
2. Domain-Size Pooling
If SIFT is written as (1), then DSP-SIFT is given by
hDSP(θ|I)[x] =
∫
hSIFT(θ|I, σ)[x]Es(σ)dσ x ∈ Λ (2)
where s > 0 is the size-pooling scale and E is an expo-
nential or other unilateral density function. The process
is visualized in Fig. 1. Unlike SIFT, that is computed on
a scale-selected lattice Λ(σˆ), DSP-SIFT is computed on a
regularly sampled lattice Λ. Computed on a different lattice,
the above can be considered as a recipe for DSP-HOG [10].
Computed on a tree, it can be used to extend deformable-
parts models (DPM) [15] to DSP-DPM. Replacing hSIFT
with other histogram-based descriptor “X” (for instance,
SURF [2]), the above yields DSP-X. Applied to a hidden
layer of a convolutional network, it yields a DSP-CNN, or
DSP-Deep-Fisher-Network [36]. The details of the imple-
mentation are in Sect. 3.
While the implementation of DSP is straightforward, its
justification is less so. We report the summary in Sect. 5
and the detailed derivation in Appendix B, that provides a
theoretical justification and conditions under which the re-
sulting descriptors are valid. In Sect. 4 we compare DSP-
SIFT to alternate approaches. Motivated by the experiments
of [31, 32] that compare local descriptors, we choose SIFT
as a paragon and compare it to DSP-SIFT on the standard
benchmark [31]. Motivated by [16] that compares SIFT to
both supervised and unsupervised CNNs trained on Ima-
genet and Flickr respectively on the same benchmark [31],
we submit DSP-SIFT to the same protocol. We also run the
test on the new synthetic dataset introduced by [16], that
yields the same qualitative assessment.
Clearly, domain-size pooling of under-sampled semi-
orbits cannot outperform fine sampling, so if we were to
retain all the scale samples instead of aggregating them,
performance would further improve. However, computing
and matching a large collection of SIFT descriptors across
different scales would incur significantly increased compu-
tational and storage costs. To contain the latter, [21] as-
sumes that descriptors at different scales populate a linear
subspace and fit a high-dimensional hyperplane. The re-
sulting Scale-less SIFT (SLS) outperforms ordinary SIFT
as shown in Fig. 7. However, the linear subspace assump-
tion breaks when considering large scale changes, so SLS is
outperformed by DSP-SIFT despite the considerable differ-
ence in (memory and time) complexity.
3. Implementation and Parameters
Following other evaluation protocols, we use Maximally
Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) [28] to detect candi-
date regions, affine-normalize, re-scale and align them to
the dominant orientation. For a detected scale σˆ, DSP-
SIFT samples Nσˆ scales within a neighborhood (λ1σˆ, λ2σˆ)
around it. For each scale-sampled patch, a single-scale un-
normalized SIFT descriptor (1) is computed on the SIFT
scale-space octave corresponding2 to the sampled scale σ.
By choosing Es to be a uniform density, these raw his-
tograms of gradient orientations at different scales are ac-
cumulated and normalized3 (2). Fig. 2(a) shows the mean
average precision (defined in Sect. 4.2) for different do-
main size pooling ranges. Improvements are observed as
soon as more than one scale is used, with diminishing re-
turn: Performance decreases with domain size pooling ra-
dius exceeding σˆ/2. Fig. 2(b) shows the effect of the num-
ber of size samples used to construct DSP-SIFT. Although
the more samples the merrier, three size samples are suf-
ficient to outperform ordinary SIFT, and improvement be-
yond 10 samples is minimal. Additional samples do not
further increase the mean average precision, but incur more
computational cost. In the evaluation in Sect. 4, we use
λ1 = 1/6, λ2 = 4/3 and Nσˆ = 15. These parameters are
empirically selected on the Oxford dataset [30, 31].
2This is an updated version of the protocol described in [16], as dis-
cussed in detail in Appendix D.
3We follow the practice of SIFT [27] to normalize, clamp and re-
normalize the histograms, with the clamping threshold set to 0.067 em-
pirically.
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Figure 2. Mean Average Precision for different parameters. (a)
shows that mAP changes with the radius s of DS pooling. The
best mAP is achieved at sˆ = σˆ/2; (b) shows mAP as a function of
the number of samples used within the best range (σˆ − sˆ, σˆ + sˆ).
4. Validation
As a baseline, the RAW-PATCH descriptor (named fol-
lowing [16]) is the unit-norm grayscale intensity of the
affine-rectified and resized patch of a fixed size (91× 91).
The standard SIFT, which is widely accepted as a
paragon [30, 32], is computed using the VLFeat library
[46]. Both SIFT and DSP-SIFT are computed on the SIFT
scale-space corresponding to the detected scales. Instead of
mapping all patches to an arbitrarily user-defined size, we
use the area of each selected and rectified MSER region to
determine the octave level in the scale-space where SIFT
(as well as DSP-SIFT) is to be computed.
Scale-less SIFT (SLS) is computed using the source code
provided by the authors [21]: For each selected and recti-
fied patch, the standard SIFT descriptors are computed at 20
scales from a scale range of (0.5, 12), and the standard PCA
subspace dimension is set to 8, yielding a final descriptor of
dimension 8256 after a subspace-to-vector mapping.
To compare DSP-SIFT to a convolutional neural net-
work, we use the top-performer in [16], an unsupervised
model pre-trained on 16000 natural images undergoing 150
transformations each (total 2.4M). The responses at the in-
termediate layers 3 (CNN-L3) and 4 (CNN-L4) are used for
comparison, following [16]. Since the network requires in-
put patches of fixed size, we tested and report the results on
both 69× 69 (PS69) and 91× 91 (PS91) as in [16].
Although no direct comparison with Multiscale Tem-
plate Descriptors (MTD) [24] is performed, SLS can be
considered as dominating it since it uses all scales without
collapsing them into a single histogram. The derivation in
Sect. 5 suggests, and empirical evidence in Fig. 2(a) con-
firms, that aggregating the histogram across all scales sig-
nificantly reduces discriminative power. Sect. 4.4 compares
DSP-SIFT to a BoW which pools SIFT descriptors com-
puted at different sizes at the same location.
4.1. Datasets
The Oxford dataset [30, 31] comprises 40 pairs of im-
ages of mostly planar scenes seen under different pose, dis-
tance, blurring, compression and lighting. They are orga-
nized into 8 categories undergoing increasing magnitude of
transformations. While routinely used to evaluate descrip-
tors, this dataset has limitations in terms of size and restric-
tion to mostly planar scenes, modest scale changes, and no
occlusions. Fischer et al. [16] recently introduced a dataset
of 400 pairs of images with more extreme transformations
including zooming, blurring, lighting change, rotation, per-
spective and nonlinear transformations.
4.2. Metrics
Following [30], we use precision-recall (PR) curves to
evaluate descriptors. A match between two descriptors is
called if their Euclidean distance is less than a threshold τd.
It is then labeled as a true positive if the area of intersection
over union (IoU) of their corresponding MSER-detected re-
gions is larger than 50%. Both datasets provide ground truth
mapping between images, so the overlapping is computed
by warping the first MSER region into the second image and
then computing the overlap with the second MSER region.
Recall is the fraction of true positives over the total num-
ber of correspondences. Precision is the percentage of true
matches within the total number of matches. By varying
the distance threshold τd, a PR curve can be generated and
average precision (AP, a.k.a area under the curve, AUC)
can be estimated. The average of APs provides the mean
average precision (mAP) scores used for comparison.
4.3. Comparison
Fig. 3 shows the behavior of each descriptor for varying
degree of severity of each transformation. DSP-SIFT con-
sistently outperforms other methods when there are large
scale changes (zoom). It is also more robust to other trans-
formations such as blur, lighting and compression in the
Oxford dataset [31], and to nonlinear, perspective, light-
ing, blur and rotation in Fischer’s [16]. DSP-SIFT is not
at the top of the list of all compared descriptors in view-
point change cases, although “viewpoint” is a misnomer as
MSER-based rectification accounts for most of the view-
point variability, and the residual variability is mostly due
to interpolation and rectification artifacts. The fact that
DSP-SIFT outperforms CNN in nearly all cases in Fischer’s
dataset is surprising, considering that the neural network
is trained by augmenting the dataset using similar types of
transformations.
Fig. 4 shows head-to-head comparisons between these
methods, in the same format of [16]. DSP-SIFT outper-
forms SIFT by 43.09% and 18.54% on Oxford and Fischer
respectively. Only on two out of 400 pairs of images in Fis-
cher dataset does domain-size pooling negatively affect the
performance of SIFT, but the decrease is rather small. DSP-
SIFT improves SIFT on every pair of images in the Ox-
ford dataset. The improvement of DSP-SIFT comes without
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Figure 3. Average Precision for different magnitude of transformations. The left 9 panels show (AP) for increasing magnitude of the 8
transformations in the Oxford dataset [30]. The mean AP over all pairs with corresponding amount of transformation are shown in the
middle of the third row. The right 6 panels show the same for Fischer’s dataset [16].
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Figure 4. Head-to-head comparisons. Similarly to [16], each point represents one pair of images in the Oxford (top) and Fischer (bottom)
datasets. The coordinates indicate average precision for each of the two methods under comparison. SIFT is superior to RAW-PATCH,
but is outperformed by DSP-SIFT and CNN-L4. The right two columns show that DSP-SIFT is better than SLS and CNN-L4 despite the
difference in dimensions (shown in the axes). The relative performance improvement of the winner is shown in the title of each panel.
increase in dimension. In comparison, CNN-L4 achieves
11.54% and 11.53% improvements over SIFT by increasing
dimension 64-fold. On both datasets, DSP-SIFT also con-
sistently outperforms CNN-L4 and SLS despite its lower
dimension.
4.4. Comparison with Bag-of-Words
To compare DSP-SIFT to BoW we computed SIFT at 15
scales on concentric regions with dictionary sizes ranging
from 512 to 2048, trained on over 100K SIFT descriptors
computed on samples from ILSVRC-2013 [11]. To make
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Figure 5. DSP-SIFT vs. SIFT-BOW. Similarly to Fig. 4, each
point represents one pair of images in the Oxford (left) and Fis-
cher (right) datasets. The coordinates indicate average precision
for each of the two methods under comparison. The relative per-
formance improvement of the winner is shown in the title of each
panel. DSP-SIFT outperforms SIFT-BOW by a wide margin on
both datasets.
the comparison fair, the same 15 scales are used to compute
DSP-SIFT. By doing so, the only difference between these
two methods is how to pool across scales rather than what
or where to pool. In SIFT-BOW, pooling is performed by
encoding SIFTs from nearby scales using the quantized vi-
sual dictionary, while DSP-SIFT combines the histograms
of gradient orientations across scales directly. To compute
similarity between SIFT-BOWs, we tested both the intersec-
tion kernel and `1 norm, and achieved a best performance
with the latter at 20.62% mAP on Oxford and 39.63% on
Fischer. Fig. 5 shows the direct comparison between DSP-
SIFT and SIFT-BOW with the former being a clear winner.
4.5. Complexity and Performance Tradeoff
Fig. 7 shows the complexity (descriptor dimension) and
performance (mAP) tradeoff. Table 1 summarizes the re-
sults. In Fig. 7, an “ideal” descriptor would achieve mAP
= 1 by using the smallest possible number of bits and land
at the top-left corner of the graph. DSP-SIFT has the same
lowest complexity as SIFT and is the best in mAP among
all the descriptors. Looking horizontally in the graph, DSP-
SIFT outperforms all the other methods at a fraction of com-
plexity. SLS achieves the second best performance but at
the cost of a 64-fold increase in dimension. In general, the
performance of CNN descriptors is worse than DSP-SIFT
but, interestingly, their mAPs do not change significantly if
the network responses are computed on a resampled patch
of size 69× 69 to obtain lower dimensional descriptors.
4.6. Comparisonwith SIFTonLargerDomain Sizes
Descriptors computed on larger domain sizes are usually
more discriminative, up to the point where the domain strad-
dles occluding boundaries (Fig. 10). When using a detector,
the size of the domain is usually chosen to be a factor of
the detected scale, which affects performance in a way that
depends on the dataset and the incidence of occlusions. In
our experiments, this parameter (dilation factor) is set at 3,
following [30], and we note that DSP-SIFT is less sensi-
tive than ordinary SIFT to this parameter. Since DSP-SIFT
aggregates domains of various sizes (smaller and larger)
around the nominal size, it is important to ascertain whether
the improvement in DSP-SIFT comes from size pooling,
or simply from including larger domains. To this end, we
compare DSP-SIFT by pooling domain sizes from 1/6th
through 4/3rd of the scale determined by the detector, to a
single-size descriptor computed at the largest size (SIFT-L).
This establishes that the increase in performance of DSP-
SIFT over ordinary SIFT comes from pooling across do-
main sizes, not just by picking larger domain sizes. In the
example in Fig. 6, the largest domain size yields an even
worse performance than the detection scale (Fig. 6(b)). In
a more complex scene where the test images exhibit occlu-
sion, this will be even more pronounced as there is a trade-
off between discriminative power (calling for a larger size)
and the probability of straddling an occlusion (calling for a
smaller size).
Method Dim.
mAP
Oxford Fischer
SIFT 128 .2750 .4532
DSP-SIFT 128 .3936 .5372
CNN-L4-PS69 512 .3059 .4779
SIFT-BOW 2048 .2062 .3963
CNN-L3-PS69 4096 .3164 .4858
CNN-L4-PS91 8192 .3068 .5055
SLS 8256 .3320 .5135
RAW-PATCH 8281 .1600 .3479
CNN-L3-PS91 9216 .3056 .4899
Table 1. Summary of complexity (dimension) and performance
(mAP) for all descriptors sorted in order of increasing complexity.
The lowest complexities and the best performances are highlighted
in bold. We also report mAP for CNN descriptors computed on
69×69 patches as in [16]. The fourth row shows comparison with
a bag-of-words of SIFT descriptors computed at the same location
but different domain sizes, described in detail in Sect. 4.4.
5. Derivation
In this section we describe the trace of the derivation of
DSP-SIFT, which is reported in Appendix B. Crucial to the
derivation is the interpretation of a descriptor as a likelihood
function [40].
1. The likelihood function of the scene given images is a
minimal sufficient statistic of the latter for the purpose of
answering questions on the former [1]. Invariance to nui-
sance transformations induced by (semi-)group actions on
the data can be achieved by representing orbits, which are
maximal invariants [35]. The planar translation-scale group
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Figure 6. DSP-SIFT vs. SIFT-L. Similarly to Fig. 4, each point
represents one pair of images in the Oxford dataset. The coordi-
nates indicate average precision for each of the two methods under
comparison. The relative performance improvement of the winner
is shown in the title of each panel. 6(a) shows that DSP-SIFT out-
performs SIFT computed at the largest domain size. This shows
that the improvement of DSP-SIFT comes from the pooling across
domain sizes rather than choosing a larger domain size. 6(b) shows
that choosing a larger domain size actually decreases the perfor-
mance on the Oxford dataset.
can be used as a crude first-order approximation of the ac-
tion of the translation group in space (viewpoint changes)
including scale change-inducing translations along the op-
tical axis. This draconian assumption is implicit in most
single-view descriptors.
2. Comparing (semi-)orbits entails a continuous search
(non-convex optimization) that has to be discretized for im-
plementation purposes. The orbits can be sampled adap-
tively, through the use of a co-variant detector and the as-
sociated invariant descriptor, or regularly – as customary in
classical sampling theory.
3. In adaptive sampling, the detector should exhibit high
sensitivity to nuisance transformations (e.g., small changes
in scale should cause a large change in the response to the
detector, thus providing accurate scale localization) and the
descriptor should exhibit small sensitivity (so small errors
in scale localization cause a small change in the descriptor).
Unfortunately, for the case of SIFT (DoG detector and gra-
dient orientation histogram descriptor), the converse is true.
4. Because correspondence entails search over samples of
each orbit, time complexity increases with the number of
samples. Undersampling introduces structural artifacts, or
“aliases,” corresponding to topological changes in the re-
sponse of the detector. These can be reduced by “anti-
aliasing,” an averaging operation. For the case of (approx-
imations of) the likelihood function, such as SIFT and its
variants, anti-aliasing corresponds to pooling. While spa-
tial pooling is common practice, and reduces sensitivity
to translation parallel to the image plane, scale pooling –
which would provide insensitivity to translation orthogo-
nal to the image plane – and domain-size pooling – which
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Figure 7. Complexity-Performance Tradeoff. The abscissa is the
descriptor dimension shown in log-scale, the ordinate shows the
mean average precision.
would provide insensitivity to small changes of visibility,
are not. This motivates the introduction of DSP-SIFT, and
the rich theory on sampling and anti-aliasing could provide
guidelines on what and how to pool, as well as bounds on
the loss of discriminative power coming from undersam-
pling and anti-aliasing operations.
6. Discussion
Image matching under changes of viewpoint, illumina-
tion and partial occlusions is framed as a hypothesis testing
problem, which results in a non-convex optimization over
continuous nuisance parameters. The need for efficient test-
time performance has spawned an industry of engineered
descriptors, which are computed locally so the effects of
occlusions can be reduced to a binary classification (co-
visible, or not). The best known is SIFT, which has been
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Figure 8. Scale-space vs. Size-space. Scale-space refers to a con-
tinuum of images obtained by smoothing and downsampling a
base image. It is relevant to searching for correspondence when
the distance to the scene changes. Size-space refers to a scale-
space obtained by maintaining the same scale of the base image,
but considering subsets of it of variable size. It is relevant to
searching for correspondence in the presence of occlusions, so the
size (and shape) of co-visible domains are not known.
shown to work well in a number of independent empirical
assessments [30, 32], that however come with little analysis
on why it works, or indications on how to improve it. We
have made a step in that direction, by showing that SIFT
can be derived from sampling considerations, where spatial
binning and pooling are the result of anti-aliasing opera-
tions. However, SIFT and its variants only perform such
operations for planar translations, whereas our interpreta-
tion calls for anti-aliasing domain-size as well. Doing so
can be accomplished in few lines of code and yields signifi-
cant performance improvements. Such improvements even
place the resulting DSP-SIFT descriptor above a convolu-
tional neural network (CNN), that had been recently re-
ported as a top performer in the Oxford image matching
benchmark [16]. Of course, we are not advocating replac-
ing large neural networks with local descriptors. Indeed,
there are interesting relations between DSP-SIFT and con-
volutional architectures, explored in [40, 41].
Domain-size pooling, and regular sampling of scale “un-
hinged” from the spatial frequencies of the signal is di-
vorced from scale selection principles, rooted in scale-space
theory, wavelets and harmonic analysis. There, the goal is
to reconstruct a signal, with the focus on photometric nui-
sances (additive noise). In our case, the size of the domain
where images correspond depends on the three-dimensional
shape of the underlying scene, and visibility (occlusion) re-
lations, and has little to do with the spatial frequencies or
“appearance” of the scene. Thus, we do away with the link-
ing of domain size and spatial frequency (“uncertainty prin-
ciple”, Fig. 9).
DSP can be easily extended to other descriptors, such as
HOG, SURF, CHOG, including those supported on struc-
tured domains such as DPMs [15], and to network architec-
tures such as convolutional neural networks and scattering
Figure 9. The “uncertainty principle” links the size of the domain
of a filter (ordinate) to its spatial frequency (abscissa): As the data
is analyzed for the purpose of compression, regions with high spa-
tial frequency must be modeled at small scale, while regions with
smaller spatial frequency can be encoded at large scale. When the
task is correspondence, however, the size of the co-visible domain
is independent of the spatial frequency of the scene within. While
approaches using “dense SIFT” forgo the detector and compute
descriptors at regularly sampled locations and scales, they perform
spatial pooling by virtue of the descriptor, but fail to perform pool-
ing across scales, as we propose.
networks [6], opening the door to multiple extensions of the
present work. In addition, a number of interesting open the-
oretical questions can now be addressed using the tools of
classical sampling theory, given the novel interpretation of
SIFT and its variants introduced in this paper.
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Figure 10. The discriminative power of a descriptor (e.g., mAP of
SIFT) increases with the size of the domain, but so does the prob-
ability of straddling an occlusion and the approximation error of
the imaging model implicit in the detector/descriptor. This effect,
which also depends on the base size, is most pronounced when
occlusions are present, but is present even on the Oxford dataset,
shown above.
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A. Relation to Sampling Theory
This first section summarizes the background needed for the derivation, reported in the next section.
A.1. Sampling and aliasing
In this section we refer to a general scalar signal f : R → R;x 7→ f(x), for instance the projection of the albedo of
the scene onto a scanline. We define a detector to be a mechanism to select samples xi, and a descriptor φi to be a statistic
computed from the signal of interest and associated with the sample i. In the simplest case, x is regularly sampled, so the
detector does not depend on the signal, and the descriptor is simply the value of the function at the sample φi = f(xi). Other
examples include:
A.1.1 Regular sampling (Shannon ’49)
The detector is trivial: {xi} = Λ is a lattice, independent of f . The descriptor is a weighted average of f in a neighborhood of
fixed size σ (possibly unbounded) around xi: φi = φ({f(x), x ∈ Bσ(xi)}). Neither the detector nor the descriptor function
φ depend on f (although the value of the latter, of course, does).
If the signal was band-limited, Shannon’s sampling theory would offer guarantees on the exact reconstruction fˆ of
f(x), x ∈ R from its sampled representation {xi, φi}. Unfortunately, the signals of interest are not band-limited (images
are discontinuous), and therefore the reconstruction fˆ can only approximate f . Typically, the approximation include “alien
structures,” i.e., spurious extrema and discontinuities in fˆ that do not exist in f . This phenomenon is known as aliasing. To
reduce its effects, one can replace the original data f with another f˜ that is (closer to) band-limited and yet close to f , so
that the samples can encode fˆ = f˜ free of aliasing artifacts. The conflicting requirements of faithful approximation of f and
restriction on bandwidth trade off discriminative power (reconstruction error) with complexity, which is one of the goals of
communications engineering. This tradeoff can be optimized by choice of anti-aliasing operator, that is the function that
produces f˜ from f , usually via convolution with a low-pass filter. In our context, we seek for a tradeoff between discrimina-
tive power and sensitivity to nuisance factors. This will come naturally when anti-aliasing is performed with respect to the
action of nuisance transformations.
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Figure 11. Detector specificity vs. descriptor sensitivity. (Left) Change of detector response (red) as a function of scale, computed around
the optimal location and scale (here corresponding to a value of 245), and corresponding change of descriptor value (blue). An ideal
detector would have high specificity (sharp maximum around the true scale) and an ideal descriptor would have low sensitivity (broad
minimum around the same). The opposite is true. This means that it is difficult to precisely select scale, and selection error results in large
changes in the descriptor. Experiments are for the DoG detector and identity descriptor. Referring to the notation in Appendix (see details
therein), (middle) template ρ (red) and target f (blue). (Right) corresponding scale-space [f ]. Note that the maximum detector response
may even not correspond to the true location. The jaggedness of the response is an aliasing artifact.
A.1.2 Adaptive sampling (Landau ’67)
The detector could be “adapted” to f by designing a functional ψ that selects samples {xi} = ψ(f). Typically, spatial
frequencies of f modulate the length of the interval δxi
.
= xi+1 − xi. A special case of adaptive sampling that does not
requires stationarity assumptions is described next. The descriptor may also depend on ψ, e.g.,by making the statistic depend
on a neighborhood of variable size σi: φi = φ({f(x), x ∈ Bσi(xi)}).
A.1.3 Tailored sampling (Logan ’77)
For signals that are neither stationary nor band-limited, we can leverage on the violations of these assumptions to design a
detector. For instance, if f contains discontinuities, the detector can place samples at discontinuous locations (“corners”). For
band-limited signals, the detector can place samples at critical points (maxima, or “blobs”, minima, saddles). A (location-
scale) co-variant detector is a functional ψ whose zero-level sets
ψ(f ; s, t) = 0 (3)
define isolated (but typically multiple) samples of scales si > 0 and locations ti ∈ R locally as a function of f via the implicit
function theorem [19], in such a way that if f is transformed, for instance via a linear operator depending on location τ and
scale σ parameters, W (σ, τ)f , then so are the samples: ψ(W (σ, τ)f ; s+ σ, t+ τ) = 0.
The associated descriptor can then be any function of the image in the reference frame defined by the samples ti, si, the
most trivial being the restriction of the original function f to the neighborhood Bsi(ti). This, however, does not reduce the
dimensionality of the representation. Other descriptors can compute statistics of the signal in the neighborhood, or on the
entire line. Note that descriptors φi could have different dimensions for each i.
A.1.4 Anti-aliasing and “pooling”
In classical sampling theory, anti-aliasing refers to low-pass filtering or smoothing that typically4 does not cause genetic
phenomena (spurious extrema, or aliases, appearing in the reconstruction of the smoothed signal.) Of course, anti-aliasing
typically has destructive effects, in the sense of eliminating extrema that are instead present in the original signal.
A side-effect of anti-aliasing, which has implications when the goal is not to reconstruct, but to detect or localize a signal, is
to reduce the sensitivity of the relevant variable (descriptor) to variations of the samples (detector). If we sample translations,
xi = x+ ti, and just store fi = f(xi), an arbitrarily small translation of the sample dx can cause an arbitrarily large variation
in the representation δf(xi) = f(xi + dx) − fi, when xi is a discontinuity. So, the sensitivity S(f) = δfdx = ∞. An
anti-aliasing operator φ(f) should reduce sensitivity to translation: δφ(f)dx  δfdx . Of course, this could be trivially achieved
by choosing φ(f) = 0 for any f . The goal is to trade off sensitivity with discriminative power. For the case of translation,
this tradeoff has been described in [6]. However, similar considerations holds for scale and domain-size sampling.
B. Derivation of DSP-SIFT
The derivation of DSP-SIFT and its extensions follows a series of steps summarized as follows:
• We start from the correspondence, or matching, task: Classify a given datum f (test image, or target) as coming from
one of M model classes, each represented by an image ρj (training images, or templates), with j = 1, . . . ,M .
• Both training and testing data are affected by nuisance variability due to changes of (i) illumination (ii) vantage point and
(iii) partial occlusion. The former is approximated by local contrast transformations (monotonic continuous changes of
intensity values), a maximal invariant to which is the gradient orientation. Vantage point changes are decomposed as a
translation parallel to the image plane, approximated by a planar translation of the image, and a translation orthogonal to
it, approximated by a scaling of the image. Partial occlusions determine the shape of corresponding regions in training
and test images, which are approximated by a given shape (say a circle, or square) of unknown size (scale). These are
very crude approximations but nevertheless implicit to most local descriptors. In particular, camera rotations are not
addressed in this work, although others have done so [12].
4This central tenet of scale-space theory only holds for scalar signals. Nevertheless, genetic effects have been shown to be rare in two-dimensional
Gaussian scale-space [9].
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Figure 12. Aliasing: (Top left) A random row is selected as the target f and re-scaled to yield the orbit [f ]; a subset of f , cropped, re-scaled,
and perturbed with noise, is chosen as the template ρ. The distance E between ρ and [f ] is shown in red (right) as a function of scale. The
same exercise is repeated for different sub-sampling of [f ], and rescaled for display either as a mesh (middle left) or heat map (right) that
clearly show aliasing artifacts along the optimal ridge. Anti-aliasing scale (bottom) produces a cleaner ridge (left, right). The net effect
of anti-aliasing has been to smooth the matching score E (top-right, in blue) but without computing it on a fine grid. Note that the valley
of the minimum is broader, denoting decreased sensitivity to scale, and the value is somewhat higher, denoting a decreased discriminative
power and risk of aliasing if the value raises above that of other local minima.
• Solving the (local) correspondence problem amounts to anM+1-hypothesis testing problem, including the background
class. Nuisance (i) is eliminated at the outset by considering gradient orientation instead of image intensity. Dealing
with nuisances (ii)–(iii) requires searching across all (continuous) translations, scales, and domain sizes.
• The resulting matching function must be discretized for implementation purposes. Since the matching cost is quadratic
in the number of samples, sampling should be reduced to a minimum, which in general introduces artifacts (“aliasing”).
• Anti-aliasing operators can be used to reduce the effects of aliasing artifacts. For the case of (approximations of) the
likelihood function, such as SIFT, anti-aliasing corresponds to marginalizing residual nuisance transformations, which
in turn corresponds to pooling gradient orientations across different locations, scales and domain sizes.
• The samples can be thought of as a special case of “deformation hypercolumns” [39] (samples with respect to the
orientation group) with the addition of the size-space semi-group (Fig. 8). Most importantly, the samples along the
group are anti-aliased, to reduce the effects of structural perturbations.
B.1. Formalization
For simplicity, we formalize the matching problem for a scalar image (a scanline), and neglect contrast changes for now,
focusing on the location-scale group and domain size instead.
Let ρj : R → R, with j = 1, . . . ,M possible models (templates, or ideal training images). The data (test image) is
f : [0, . . . , N ] → R with each sample f(xi) obtained from one of the ρj via translation by τ ∈ R, scaling by σ > 0, and
sampling with interval , if xi is in the visible domain [a, b]. Otherwise, the scene ρj is occluded and f(xi) has nothing to
do with it.
The forward model that, given ρ and all nuisance factors σ, τ, a, b, generates the data, is indicated as follows: If xi ∈ [a, b],
then
f(xi) = W(xi;σ, τ)ρj + nij (4)
where ni is a sample of a white, zero-mean Gaussian random variable with variance κ. Otherwise, xi /∈ [a, b], and f(xi) =
β(xi) is a realization of a process independent of ρj (the “background”). The operator W is linear5 and given by
W(xi;σ, τ)ρ
.
=
∫
B(xi)
ρ
(
x− τ
σ
)
dx (6)
where B(xi) is a region corresponding to a pixel centered at xi. Matching then amount to a hypothesis testing problem on
whether a given measured f = {f(xi)}Ni=1 is generated by any of the ρj – under suitable choice of nuisance parameters – or
otherwise is just labeled as background:
H0 : ∃ j, a, b, σ, τ | p(f(xi)|ρj , a, b, σ, τ) = pβ({f(xk), xk /∈ [a, b]})
∏
xi∈[a, b]
N (f(xi)−W(xi;σ, τ)ρj), κ) (7)
and the alternate hypothesis is simply pβ({f(xi)}Ni=1). If the background density pβ is unknown, the likelihood ratio test
reduces to the comparison of the product on the right-hand side to a threshold, typically tuned to the ratio with the second-best
match (although some recent work using extreme-value theory improves this [17]). In any case, the log-likelihood for points
in the interval xi ∈ [a, b] can be written as
rij(a, b, σ, τ) =
1
|b− a|
∑
xi∈[a,b]
|f(xi)−W(xi;σ, τ)ρj | (8)
which will have to be minimized for all pixels i = 1, . . . , N and templates j = 1, . . . ,M , of which there is a finite number.
However, it also has to be minimized over the continuous variables a, b, σ, τ . Since r is in general neither convex nor smooth
as a function of these parameters, analytical solutions are not possible. Discretizing these variables is necessary,6 and since
the minimization amounts to a search in 2+4 dimensions, we seek for methods to reduce the number of samples with respect
to the arguments a, b, σ, τ as much as possible.
There are many ways to sample, some described in Sect. A.1, so several questions are in order: (a) How should each
variable be sampled? Regularly or adaptively? (b) If sampled regularly, when do aliasing phenomena occur? Can anti-
aliasing be performed to reduce their effects? (c) The search is jointly over a, b and σ, τ , and given one pair, it is easy to
optimize over the other. Can these two be “separated”? (d) Is it possible to quantify and optimize the tradeoff between
the number of samples and classification performance? Or for a given number of samples develop the “best” anti-aliasing
(“descriptor”)? (e) For a histogram descriptor, how is “anti-aliasing” accomplished?
B.2. Common approaches and their rationale
Concerning question (a) above, most approaches in the literature perform tailored sampling (Sect. A.1.3) of both τ and
σ, by deploying a location-scale covariant detector [27]. When time is not a factor, it is common to forgo the detector and
compute descriptors “densely” (a misnomer) by regularly subsampling the image lattice, or possibly undersampling by a fixed
“stride.” Sometimes, scale is also regularly sampled, typically at far coarser granularity than the scale-space used for scale
selection, for obvious computational reasons. In general, regular sampling requires assumptions on band limits. The function
Wρ is not band-limited as a function of τ . Therefore, tailored sampling (detector/descriptor) is best suited for the translation
5W : L2(R) → RN can be written as an integral on the real line using the characteristic function χB (x − xi) or a more general sampling kernel
k(x− xi), for instance a Gaussian with zero-mean and standard deviation . Then we have∫
B(xi)
ρ
(
x− τ
σ
)
dx =
∫
k(x− xi)ρ
(
x− τ
σ
)
dx =
∫∫
δ
(
y − x− τ
σ
)
k(x− xi)ρ (y) dxdy =∫∫
δ
(
y +
τ
σ
− x
σ
)
k(x− xi)dxρ (y) dy =
∫∫
δ
(
y +
τ
σ
− x¯
)
k(σx¯− xi)σdx¯ρ (y) dy = σ
∫
k(σy + τ − xi)ρ (y) dy (5)
6Coarse-to-fine, homotopy-based methods or jump-diffusion processes can alleviate, but not remove, this burden.
group.7 We will therefore assume that τ has been tailor-sampled (detected, or canonized), but only up to a localization error.
Without loss of generality we assume the sample is centered at zero, and the residual translation τ is in the neighborhood
of the origin. In Fig. 11 we show that the sensitivity to scale of a common detector (DoG), which should be high, and is
instead lower than the sensitivity of the resulting descriptor, which should be low. Therefore, small changes in scale cause
large changes in scale sample localization, which in turn cause large changes in the value of the descriptor. Therefore, we
forgo scale selection, and instead finely sample scale. This causes complexity issues, which prompt the need to sub-sample,
and correspondingly to anti-alias or aggregate across scale samples. Alternatively, as done in Sect. 4, we can have a coarse
adaptive or tailored sampling of scales, and then perform fine-scale sampling and anti-aliasing around the (multiple) selected
scales.
Concerning (b), anti-aliasing phenomena appear as soon as Nyquist’s conditions are violated, which is almost always the
case for scale and domain-size (Fig. 12). While most practitioners are reluctant to down-sample spatially, leaving millions
of locations to test, it is rare for anyone to employ more than a few tens of scales, corresponding to a wild down-sampling of
scale-space. This is true a fortiori for domain-size, where the domain size is often fixed, say to 69× 69 or 91× 91 locations
[16]. And yet, spatial anti-aliasing is routinely performed in most descriptors, whereas none – to the best of our knowledge
– perform scale or domain-size anti-aliasing. Anti-aliasing should ideally decrease the sensitivity of the descriptor, without
excessive loss of discriminative power. This is illustrated in Fig. 12.
For (c), we make the choice of fixing the domain size in the target (test) image, and regularly sampling scale and domain-
size, re-mapping each to the domain size of the target (Fig. 1). For comparison with [16], we choose this to be 69 × 69.
While the choice of fixing one of the two domains entails a loss, it can be justified as follows: Clearly, the hypothesis cannot
be tested independently on each datum f(xi). However, testing on any subset of the “true inlier set” [a, b] reduces the
power, but not the validity, of the test. Vice-versa, using a “superset” that includes outliers invalidates the test. However,
a small percentage of outliers can be managed by considering a robust (Huber) norm ‖f −Wρ‖H instead of the L2 norm.
Therefore, one could consider the sequential hypothesis testing problem, starting from each xi ∈ [a = b] as an hypothesis,
then “growing” the region by one sample, and repeating the test. Note that the optimization has to be solved at each step.8
As a first-order approximation, one can fix the interval [a, b] and accept a less powerful test (if that is a subset of the actual
domain) or a test corrupted by outliers (if it is a superset). This is, in fact, done in most local feature-based registration or
correspondence methods, and even in region-based segmentation of textures, where statistics must be pooled in a region.
While (d) is largely an open question, (e) follows directly from classical sampling considerations, as described in Sect.
A.1.
B.3. Anti-aliasing descriptors
In the case of matching images under nuisance variability, it has been shown [12] that the ideal descriptor computed at a
location xi is not a vector, but a function that approximates the likelihood, where the nuisances are marginalized. In practice
the descriptor is approximated with a regularized histogram, similar to SIFT (1). In this case, anti-aliasing corresponds to a
weighted average across different locations, scales and domain sizes. But the averaging in this case is simply accomplished
by pooling the histogram across different locations and domain-sizes, as in (2). The weight function can be design to optimize
the tradeoff between sensitivity and discrimination, although in Sect. 4 we use a simple uniform weight.
To see how pooling can be interpreted as a form of generalized anti-aliasing, consider the function f sampled on a
discretized domain f(xi) and a neighborhood Bσ(xi) (for instance the sampling interval). The pooled histogram is
pxi(y) =
1
σ
∑
xj∈Bσ(xi)
δ(y − f(xj)) (9)
whereas the anti-aliased signal (for instance with respect to the pillbox kernel) is
φ(xi) =
1
σ
∑
xj∈Bσ(xi)
f(xj) (10)
7Purported superiority of “dense SIFT” (regularly sampled at thousands of location) compared to ordinary SIFT (at tens or hundreds of detected location),
as reported in few empirical studies, is misleading as comparison has to be performed for a comparable number of samples.
8In this interpretation, the test can be thought of as a setpoint change detection problem. Another interpretation is that of (binary) region-based segmen-
tation, where one wishes to classify the range of a function f−Wρ into two classes, with values coming from either ρ or the background, but the thresholds
is placed on the domain of the function [a, b]. Of course, the statistics used for the classification depend on a, b so this has to be solved as an alternating
minimization, but it is a convex one [7].
The latter can be obtained as the mean of the former
φ(xi) =
∑
y
ypxi(y) (11)
although former can be used for purposes other than computing the mean (which is the best estimate under Gaussian (`2)
uncertainty), for instance to compute the median (corresponding to the best estimate under uncertainty measured by the `1
norm), or the mode:
fˆ(xi) = arg max
y
pxi(y). (12)
The approximation is accurate only to the extent in which the underlying distribution px(y) = p(f(x) = y) is stationary and
ergodic (so the spatially pooled histogram approaches the density), but otherwise it is still a generalization of the weighted
average or mean.
This derivation also points the way to how a descriptor can be used to synthesize images: Simply by sampling the de-
scriptor, thought of as a density for a given class [12, 47]. It also suggests how descriptors can be compared: Rather than
computing descriptors in both training and test images, a test datum can just be fed to the descriptor, to yield the likelihood
of a given model class [15], without computing the descriptor in the test image.
C. Effect of the detector on the descriptor
A detector is a function of the data that returns an element of a chosen group of transformations, the most common being
translation (e.g., FAST), translation-scale (e.g., SIFT), similarity (e.g., SIFT combined the the direction of maximum gradi-
ent), affine (e.g., Harris-affine). Once transformed by the (inverse of) the detected transformation, the data is, by construction,
invariant to the chosen group. If that was the only nuisance affecting the data, there would be no need for a descriptor, in the
sense that the data itself, in the reference frame determined by any co-variant detector, is a maximal invariant to the nuisance
group.
However, often the chosen group only captures a small subset of the transformations undergone by the data. For instance,
all the groups above are only coarse approximations of the deformations undergone by the domain of an image under a
change of viewpoint [42]. Furthermore, there are transformations affecting the range of the data (image intensity) that are
not captured by (most) co-variant detectors. The purpose of the descriptor is to reduce variability to transformations that are
not captured by the detector, while retaining as much as possible of the discriminative power of the data.
In theory, so long as descriptors are compared using the same detector, the particular choice of detector should not affect
the comparison. In practice, there are many second-order effect where quantization and unmodeled phenomena affect dif-
ferent descriptors in different manners. Moreover, the choice of detector could affect different descriptors in different ways.
The important aspect of the detector, however, is to determine a co-variant reference frame where the descriptor should be
computed.
In standard SIFT, image gradient orientations are aggregated in selected regions of scale-space. Each region is defined in
the octave corresponding to the selected scale, centered at the selected pixel location, where the selection is determined by
the SIFT detector. Although the size of the original image subtended by each region varies depending on the selected scale
(from few to few hundred pixels), the histogram is aggregated in regions that have constant size across octaves (the sizes are
slightly different within each octave to subtend a constant region of the image). These are design parameters. For instance,
in VLFeat they are assigned by default to 30 × 30, 38 × 38, 48 × 48. In a different scale-space implementation, one could
have a single design parameter, which we can call “base size” σ0 for simplicity.
In comparing with a convolutional neural network, Fisher et al. [16] chose patches of size 64× 64 and 91× 91 (which we
call σ∗) in images of maximum dimension < 1000. This choice is made for convenience in order to enable using pre-trained
networks. They use MSER to detect candidate regions for testing, rather than SIFT’s detector. However, rather than using the
size of the original MSER to determine the octave where SIFT should be computed, they pre-process all patches to size σ∗.
As a result, all SIFT descriptors are computed at the same octave σ∗/σ0 ∗ 1.6 = 4.8, rather than at the scale determined by
the detector. This short-changes SIFT, as some descriptors are computed in regions that are too small relative to their scale,
and others too large.
D. Choice of domain for comparison with CNNs
One way to correct this bias would be to use σ∗ as the base size. However, this would yield an even worse (dataset-
induced) bias: A base size of 91 × 91 in images of maximum dimension < 1000 means that any feature detected at higher
octaves encompasses the entire image. While discriminative power increases with size, so does the probability of straddling
an occlusion: The power of a local descriptor increases with size only up to a point, where occlusion phenomena become
dominant (Fig. 10). This phenomenon is evident even in Oxford and Fisher’s datasets despite them being free of any occlusion
phenomena. Note that while Fisher et al. allow regions of size smaller than 91× 91 to be detected (and scale them up to that
size), in effect anything smaller than 91 × 91 is considered at the native resolution, whereas using the SIFT detector would
send anything larger than σ0 to a higher octave.
A more sound way to correct the bias is to use the detector in its proper role, that is to determine a reference frame
with respect to which the descriptor is computed. For the case of MSER, this consists of affine transformations. Therefore,
the region where the descriptor is computed is centered, oriented, skewed and scaled depending on the area of the region
detected. Rather than arbitrarily fixing the scale by choosing a size to which to re-scale all patches, regions of different size
are selected, and then each assigned a scale which is equal its area divided by the base size σ0. That would determine the
octave where SIFT is computed.
In any case, regardless of what detector is used, DSP-SIFT is all about where to compute the descriptor: Instead of being
computed just at the selected size, however it is chosen, it should be computed for multiple domain sizes. But scales have to
be selected and mapped to the corresponding location in scale-space. There, SIFT aggregates gradient orientation at a single
scale, whereas DISP-SIFT aggregates at multiple scales.
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Figure 13. Unidirectionality of mapping over scale. Given two matching patches, one at high resolution, one at low resolution, comparison
can be performed by mapping the high-resolution image to low-resolution by downsampling, or vice-versa mapping the low-resolution to
high-resolution by upsampling and interpolation. Scale-space theory suggests that comparison should be performed at the lower resolution,
since structures present at the high resolution cannot be re-created by upsampling and interpolation. The figure shows matching distance for
matching high-to-low, and low-to-high (average for 2969 random image patches in the Oxford dataset). This is why one should not choose
a base region that is too large: That would cause all smaller regions to be upsampled and interpolated, to the detriment of matching scores.
Note that computing descriptors at the native resolution, instead of the corresponding octave in scale-space, is equivalent to choosing a
larger base region.
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Figure 14. Performance for varying choice of base size. The base size determines the direction in which comparison over scale is performed:
Larger regions are mapped down-scale, correctly. Smaller regions are mapped up-scale, to the detriment of the matching score. In theory,
the larger the base size the better, up to the point where it impinges on occlusion phenomena. This explains the diminishing return behavior
shown above. Different base size also affects what normalization threshold should be. We observe that a smaller threshold gives better
performance with the most widely used base size (∼ 30× 30) default in VLFeat [46].
